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Individual reputations, or futures, . . . that looks like a railroad. And elevators, radio, electronic devices, 

like that of a business, are builton it works .. . sends a plane into the x-ray machines, household appli- 

solid foundations. So let’s examine air at 117 miles per hour. ances, plastics, lamps, lighting, 

the basis of a solid foundation. This same daring spiritdeveloped atomic power development, or a 

Suppose you had a problem... a 65,000-hp motor to pump rivers need in any of the hundreds of other 

required some kind of power to of water fora vastirrigation project, channels in which Westinghouse 

help hurl a jet plane into action 20 percent larger than any motor _ carves its name with engineering 

from a ship. That was a critical previously built... anda motor so _ achievements. 

problem of the Navy in wartime. small that you can hold it in your Important responsibilities can 

They came to Westinghouse, hand, and that runs at the almost only be placed on strong founda- 

where they knew they would finda —_ unbelievable speed of 65,000 rpm _ tions. At Westinghouse, programs 

strong foundation in power equip- todo another highly importanttask. —_ of training and education strengthen 

ment. And Westinghouse engineers This pioneering spirit prevails engineering backgrounds so that 

came up with the answer—a motor _ throughout Westinghouse, whether _ technical men can assume vital roles 

1,400 feet long that lies perfectly it’s a need for motors, railway loco- in a dynamic organization that 

flat... never turns...has no shaft motives, gas turbines, steam power, _ stakes its future on the commitment: 

SURE Westingh YOU CAN BE este irs VVestinghouse 
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4 By metallurgical controls and tests of materials, our 

members are able to produce cast iron pipe with exact 

knowledge of the physical characteristics of the iron 

before it is poured into the mold of a centrifugal casting 

machine. 

Cast iron pipe is the standard material for water 

and gas mains and is widely used in sewage works 
The great majority of cast iron pressure construction. 

pipe produced today is cast centrifugally, in metal or Send for booklet, “Facts About Cast Iron Pipe.” 

sand-lined molds. Address Dept. C., Cast Iron Pipe Research Association, 
When this mechanized process was introduced 27 T. F. Wolfe, Engineer, 122 So. Michigan Avenue, 

years ago, its potentialities for improved production Chicago, 3, Illinois. 

controls were evident. For human fallibility was largely a er ; 

replaced by machine accuracy based on scientific ae ed ey f «i 
—_ NS SN eh a F 

principles. Oe. ae > 4 
5 A 3 ORL cae ae 

The improved production controls made possible by es. a Te * - ee 
. j - jo Re ER ae ss ~~ al. SESE ok | : po the centrifugal casting process have long since been Bre a a “ a 

realized. Hundreds of millions of feet of centrifugally- co es ag pe 
cast-iron pressure pipe are now in service. All of this pipe ae p i 

. . : : . ee ce Pe 
is more uniform in metal structure, in wall thickness, Na dea rl {Oa 

ici i ‘ ie | Be oe 
and in concentricity, than pipe not centrifugally cast. oer, : | ie 

Better production control means better pipe; it re- pe ae ge 3 y=. 4 

sults in greater uniformity of quality. eee : os 8 oes 

Production controls in cast iron pipe foundries start co | . Je 8 

almost literally from the ground up with inspection, A : - & coo 

analysis and testing of raw materials; continue with Cee ee LL 

constant control of cupola operation by metal analysis; Section of 114-year-old cast iron gas 

and end with rigid tests of the finished product. main still in service in Baltimore, Md. 

CA oT TRON I IPI: CENTURIES 
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| _ FOR STUDENTS OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING __ bo H. A. Van Etten, B. S. Ch., Colgate ’42, and 
E.R. Grisé, M.S. Ch., Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute ’48, investigating the properties of 

R h th U S A vinyl compounds used in plastic-coated fabrics. 

esearch across te U. >. A. 

YOUNG SCIENTISTS ARE BUILDING at a temperature of —20° F. In other i. Os ae 
rooms, the effects of high tempera- -—— | —h—COee 

CAREERS WITH DU PONT FROM ture and humidity can be studied. f | _ “a y CO 

CONNECTICUT TO TEXAS Equipment is available for testing ee 7 ; 

tensile strength, tear resistance, fad- a F a a a | 

When you think of Du Pont research, ing, flex and flame resistance, and Teel bs 

you may think first of Wilmington, | many other characteristics. One of ia bell | Pd 

Delaware. Actually, only eight of the Du Pont’s 33 libraries has quarters | | . - 

Company’s 36 research groups are in the building; there is a photo- i .f 

located there. Du Pont scientists now graphic darkroom, as well as offices, | i. 

pursue their studies in 11 states scat- conference and work rooms. { i 

tered from Connecticut to Texas. The Newburgh Laboratory works __ K. F. Richards, B. S. Ch. E., Cornell ’48, and 

Each of these laboratories is a self-  closelywith the adjacent plant,which — E. K. Holden, M.S. Ch. E., Delaware °48, 
ined ti It m: be de> kes 'Fabrikoid” pyr li ted studying Teflon tetrafluoroethylene resin 

contained operation. ay makes abrikold  pyroxylin coate insulating material with special apparatus at 

voted in part to fundamental re- fabrics, ‘‘Fabrilite”’ vinyl resin coated the Newburgh Laboratory. 

search and applied research, or to fabrics and plastic sheetings, ‘“Ton- 

investigations looking to the devel- tine’ washable window shade cloth, Choice of Careers 

opment of new products—sometimes bookbinding materials, and other . 

a combination of these activities. coated and impregnated fabrics and Each of the Du Pont manufacturing 

An unusual Du Pont laboratory __ Plastic sheetings for many uses. departments conducts continuous 

is one opened last year at Newburgh, research. They operate much like 
New York Research at Du Pont separate companies, with interests 

Research has long been a major ac- ranging from heavy chemicals to 

Inside the Laboratory tivity at Du Pont, and it flourishes plastics and textile fibers. Each holds 

In the three-story building at New- in an atmosphere of appreciation, challenging opportunities for college- 

burgh, scientists have at their dis- | encouragement and patience. The trained chemists and physicists, as 

posal the most modern equipment new products, the new plants, and well ‘as: chemical, civil, electrical, in- 

for study of coated fabrics and plas- _ the new and better jobs of the years dustrial and mechanical Engineers: 

tic sheetings under all sorts of con- to come will develop from the pains- also those specializing in production, 

ditions. For example, a new product taking research programs being car- sales and many other fields. 

can be tested in a room maintained __ ried on today in the laboratories. In this alert, ever-growing organi- 

zation, young graduates can choose 

8 TE from a variety of careers the one 

i | _ - oe that suits them best as their ability 

Ce ee cc . 22 et = oe a and interests develop. 

Pe -f oo Fh LL le MO es 

 _ . ' —- — i & & °& }°}»}»&2&=&=7&27&2 BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 

well ee eS ... THROUGH CHEMISTRY 
Bethe: oe wee Oe ee EOE 

FT Entertaining, informative-Listen to “Cavalcade of 

Newest Du Pont laboratory, at Newburgh, N.Y., was opened last year. It is devoted to research and America” Tuesday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast 

development work in the field of coated and impregnated fabrics and allied products. oe 
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Did Newton really oh % 
b, 

0 

owe it all to 
\ 

VY an apple 2 . Of course not! Even if the “falling apple’ myth 

ss were true, it would have merely been a 

uy 4 Z meaningless annoyance to Sir Isaac Newton 

on ¢ without his extensive background of reading and 

i ; / He research. But he was able to apply principles 

4 , a learned in years of study to an apparently accidental 

4 “4 phenomenon, and to come up with a whole new theory of 

aes ae physical relationships. 
Vt aly f 

wt a t , y You too will find that your progress in business, practice 

we ye or research will depend on the background of knowledge 

: o f y and techniques learned while you are in school. The books you 

: wt ‘ 4 ao use today will never be discarded—they will go with 

‘ { \\ |. Vi you as long as you are active in your chosen field. Of course, 

hee Bo a many of them will bear the McGraw-Hill imprint because 
fi YY, = 
; 4 NG “ES McGraw-Hill is the world’s leading publisher of scientific and 

a ‘ ( ( Mays) technical works both for learning and for reference. 

ew L NH Gas wy AY 

» y x oo After graduation, with school behind you, you will find 

NG - <S g) that constant advances in your field emphasize 

Uy 7] WN 4 “ the importance of continual reading and the value 

set \E NY of keeping a close check on new products 

resulting from new and improved techniques. 

i) ] f Keep up by studying both the editorial 

|! IN J and advertising content of the McGraw-Hill 

fF ! SS BE magazine devoted to your field. 

Zo 2 : 
we SS Today in school and tomorrow in 

oe Da, business or practice, you will 
Abie >) ) 5 a y $) find that your progress depends on 

LS 2 a \ your up-to-the-minute knowledge 

= <) ' of your field. And, McGraw-Hill 

\ w) will continue to serve with books 

fe and magazines designed to provide 

ae all that is important and current. 

AS We Ss N/K SSL 

McGraw-Hill Publications 

HEAD QUARTERS FOR TECHNICAL 1N FOR MATION 

230 West 42nd Street, New York 18, New York 
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The greater portion of the college student’s study time is in the evening. Thus the problem of adequate artificial 
lighting presents itself. Despite the fact that most college students realize the importance of 
lighting, they are not aware of methods of obtaining the maximum benefits from their pres- 
ent system. It is believed that 90 per cent of the students could reduce eyestrain due to studying 
by improvement of their present lighting system and study conditions. 

General Electric engineers recently have completed a study on lighting of desks and have 
made available information concerning study conditions and lighting. In these tests such con- 
ditions as desk placement, student eye position, desk finish and desk size were experimented 

. with until ideal conditions were met. 

The location of the desk then is of primary importance. The location selected was with the 
desk flat against a wall. This then makes possible the control of brightness because there are 
definite boundaries of the visual field. Another added advantage is the increase in illumination 
on the desk surface due to the reflection from the walls. Placing the desk in the center of the 
room results in undesirable visual distraction. One of the most important of the don’ts that is 
commonly violated is placing a desk in front of a window. During the daytime this gives a very 
high brightness ahead of the student and the activities that are being engaged in outside may 
be distracting. In the evening much of the illumination is lost due to the windows. 

Now, when placing the desk against the wall the character of the walls is important. It 
should be of a non-glossy finish with a reflectance factor from 45% to 65%. If the wall pattern 
is distracting or not of the proper finish it may be advisable to hang a large tack board against 
the wall. 

Desk finish should also be considered. It should, of course, be non-glossy with brightness 
ratios with the working area not exceeding three to one. If the desk is found to be too dark the 
situation may be remedied by the use of pastel blotters. 

The tests that were conducted used 14 inches as the eye position above the desk. An av- 
erage level of illumination of 40 foot candles was considered desirable. By holding such con- 
ditions as desk placement, desk size, desk finish, and wall finish constant, tests on some of the 
most common commercial luminaires were made. The two important zones under consideration 
in the test were the reading zone and the relaxing zone. The reading zone then includes the 
reading matter and the desk top. The relaxing zone is that area of the wall directly in line with 
the student’s eye level. 

Figure 1 is a test of a typical study lamp. Dimensions and brightness values are included 
on the photograph. It should be noted that due to the height of the base illumination levels 

modern desk lighting 
SEPTEMBER, 1949 7. 
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a. e bo 4 are greatly reduced and there will also be the distracting ks . . i 3 : ‘ 
sl ps ello sali 4 i view of the inner shade. It was therefore recommended 

oes ve rd is ie : . . . . 
CG ya that the height be decreased three inches thus eliminating 

15, el : \ the undesirable characteristics. The relaxing area may be 

a ~ Figure 1 Se - 4 brightened by the use of an overhead light. 

Tan opaque paper shade, white lined, on former certifie ss : . 

LE.S. specification study lamp; 100-w lamp in 8” blown Figure 2 is that of a commonly used bracket light. The 

glass bowl; average 31 ft-c. Source of brightness 1400 ft-L shade produces a darker area in the relaxing zone. Equally 

ratio direct to indirect illum.: 85:15. important is the fact that the brightness on the table top 
sees a : 3 6 
i. : = i is uneven. Therefore, it is necessary to use the overhead 

e i : ceiling lighting unit. 
- A 

oo (a a Figure 3 is that of a commercial fluorescent luminaire. 

co. 107102 a > The adjustable reflector is tipped up toward the wall at an 

a é - 6.6 aN angle of 30 degrees, thus reducing specular reflection and 

a) 4 4 increasing the lighted wall area. A reflector with a much 

8 cs : \ higher reflectance factor would decrease its annoying dark 
a a feature. 

Be is ; ; . 
Ce | \i 200 10. | The illustration on page 7 incorporates all the desirable 
ial ae | . a features of lighting and related conditions. Notice the 

ad : v ' 6 me desk placement flat against the wall. The use of a large 

oT i ‘ 4 | ja tack board offered a solution for the low reflectance fac- 

A ya eee tor of the wall. The size of the desk is such as to adequate- 

if cr ly accommodate student needs. Twin bracket lights offered 

fen Ti ay pane tia tonnce sn a high illumination levels on the working surface. The 

Figure 2 working surface also has a high reflectance factor. Shades 

Dark opaque paper shade, white lined; 50-150-y/ bulb in are luminous and of high R.F. values thus allowing 
C.L.M.(B) glass bowl; average 41 ft-c.’ Source brightness ae , 
9250 fL: ratio dissect to indirect illums: 89:11, enough illumination in the relaxing area. The overhead 

is used to supplement the bracket lights and thus increase 
the wall illumination. Quite often the visual acuity may be 

increased by tilting the reading material (as shown in 

ce a the lead photograph) without any marked increase in 

a ie glare or loss in illumination. Eye level is as important in 

y rs \ relation to the luminaire as to the working area. It is 

if ou N recommended that the eye level be not more than one 
‘fo . 7 Pa : inch below the lower edge of the luminaire. A greater dis- 

fl 8 : - tance will result in a distracting brightness from the bulb. 
s/o 02 ye 

Wh a 
s/f \ - 48 | 

Ac 13% 

e 3 ; — 
imac ees 

er A ern minerals 

Figure 3 
Bronze outer finish, interior white enamel; two 15-w T-8 

fluorescent lamps; average 80 ft-c. Source brightness 2500 
ft-L; ratio direct to indirect illum.: 95:5. 
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Emeritus Professor 
. ; Frederick Eugene Volk a= 

(Photo by Hone) 

Frederick Eugene Volk was the oldest child of Alfred He began to teach in a country school near Oconto Falls 
and Ida (McKenzie) Volk. He was born October 8, 1878, at the fabulous salary of $25 per month. The next year 
on a farm in Oconto County, Wis., near what is now the he got another school at a raise of $5 per month. A friend 
village of Gillett. Both parents were born in Wisconsin who lived at Ripon, Wis., advised Fred to go to Ripon 
to early pioneer families who came here from New York. Academy. On Januar 1, 1900, at the age of 21, Mr. Volk y P y y: 8 

His education began in a typical one-r country arrived at Ripon with his total savings of $125 in his 
s edu gan in ypic e-room ; : 

school, but he later entered a similar but larger two-room pocket. Expenses Were not as high then as they are now; 
. ‘ Z z board at the Economia Club cost $2 or less per week. village school, which gave some things beyond those given . 

; ; Householders paid from $1.25 to $1.50 per cord for saw- in the eighth grade. Pee ae 
ing the wood into 16-inch lengths, splitting it to cook stove 

One of his teachers aroused his interest in mathematics size and piling it in the woodshed. So Fred bought an ax 
and a higher education by his explanations of square and and a buck-saw and went into business. He just brok:= 
cube roots, and of applications of the relations between even on his expenses until June and was “broke” when 
the sides of a right triangle. But the néarest high school he bought his railway ticket for home. 

was 20 miles away and his parents were financially unable . 

to send him to Oshkosh Normal. He therefore took all The next year he returned to school in September, and 
he could get at the village school and even dug into ele- he finished his last year at the Academy in June, 1302. 
mentary algebra as best he could by himself without the His was the last class graduated from the “Prep” course 
help of a teacher. and the Academy was then discontinued. He entered 

Ripon College in September, 1902, and received his B.A. 
During his last term in the village school, the county degree in June, 1906. 

superintendent of schools held an examination for teachers 
in the village school building. Fred took the examination He entered the University of Wisconsin as a graduat2 
and found himself the possessor of a third grade teacher’s student but most of his work required undergraduat> 

certificate. (please turn to page 40) 
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by Charles Scala c’51 Home. 

Many engineers were still writing final exams on June camp and are inquiring as to the possibilities of being 
11, 1949, but the eager civil engineers who were going to awarded the contract. 

attend the first session of the summer survey camp at Dogs and other pets were not allowed or kept at the 

Devil’s Lake were already busy at work erecting the camp. aa 
: . camp, but the camp had a frequent visitor after hours, 

By camp is meant just that. Two rows of 15 tents each ; 5 _— 
. behind and a few times inside the mess hall. The coon 

were set up next to the old Merrimac road. They were 
. : oo was large and would knock the cover off a can and feast. 

to be our residence for six weeks. The camp is in the heart . 
‘ : : ’ : It seems the near-pet disappeared suddenly and no one 

of scenic Wisconsin, with various points of interest located k : : : 
i i new an explanation. Many wondered and still do if 

around it: Devil’s Lake, 1,000 feet east; Baraboo, three _ 
. : mutton was served one evening. Rumors that all the rattle- 

miles west; Badger, two miles southeast; Madison, two 2 3 
° . snakes had disappeared from the area were stopped im- 

hours’ hitch-hiking, also east; and the Dude Ranch is : . ‘ 
: . mediately when three were discovered. One was caught 

northwest one mile, a 20-minute walk or a two-hour Satur- : . . 
iach alive and two were tanned by a local taxidermist. New 

day night stagger. members of the Rattlesnake Club are Neil Bodenstein, 

The purpose of the camp as intended by the professors Ben Houden, and Prof. G. A. Beebe. Eye-catchers at the 

and instructors was to gain actual experience in field sur- camp were the cars of the faculty. They were Professors 

veying, computing and mapping, but the ideas of faculty Wagner and Wesle jogging along in 15-year-old cars, 

and students differed. It appeared some came to play Professor Beebe with a Packard, and Ron Nord’s Olds- 

cribbage or pinochle, a select few to entertain Girl Scout mobile. 

counselors, others to blaze trails, and the rest to play The first session was very “wet” in many ways. The 

softball. elevation of the lake rose about a foot in four days follow- 

Latest reports from the Bularena Mine indicate another ing the heavy June rains, and the pier constructed by Mr. 
spur line will be run in behind South Bluff to the other Beebe had to be rebuilt. The bonfire was held on July 10 
end of the vein to handle the increased output. Mr. Kor- with Fire Chief Tom Wilson and his six able assistants 

bitz and Mr. Rhude are on the board of directors of the Petforming a splendid task in getting themselves wet, the 
rest of the camp wet, and even the fire soaked. Dave 

Collins didn’t appreciate swimming that morning; neither 

did Mr. Rhude’s best lady friend. 
a TE grag : 

ro. ee ‘ iad oe“ a Fred Bessert, Dave Chrisnelly, and Orv Sallander should 

wg a. i x ON GREER S ag have taken lessons in canoeing from the Girl Scouts. 

ae b 3 vf Sieh, Mr. Wesle told the flag man to stay seated, as 1,200 feet 
eS p) q oS % F fogs , isn’t too far from shore, and is a nice afternoon’s exercise. 

= / me Re er ae . Jim Sivley on West Bluff was doing his (if you'll pardon 

mA me f re ‘ “Buck” Gaeth’s expression) usual fine job taking readings 

— ae £ § Po Yer fief. ¢ Sate) on his transit of the points of capsizing and landing. These 

ca de ft Li ee Bt il points were determined to find the distance between them. 

Se 5 cs pm pei ' ox ee Speaking of wet—the Devi-Bara Dude Ranch will have to 

hee herd eat A" bY £ ht ‘SP abt move to the shores of Lake Mendota to entertain the ex- 

“ be hs ry A sq 7 - f campers on weekends. 
fai Gs An e q : bid (“ERs A devs di a h 3 

‘vA s fg aes ‘ y ak es Aa ny reader interested in visiting the camp, stop in next 

i : ae oe summer, and for those who are like Wildroot hair oil, non- 
Are you here? alcoholic, the commissary also has Pepsi-Cola. 
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by | 

’ by Charles L. Teeter m'50 

When a physics option is mentioned to a student engi- these positions. In connection with these jobs the em- 
neer at Wisconsin with regard to his pursuing such a ployer is demanding physics training beyond the usual 
course, his reactions are seemingly many and varied. But basic courses. He is looking for a specialist. 
upon sorting and analyzing his thoughts and questions II. What kinds of work and jobs are open to engineers 
carefully, one will find they usually follow a general pat- with physics training? 
tern that can be shown by the four questions listed below. A complete answer to this is of course impossible. But 

1. Is there a demand for engineers with physics training? to give an idea in general terms the following industries 
II. What kind of work and jobs are open to engineers are named as to those which will absorb most of the men. 

with physics training? The electronics industry in general and the radio and tele- 

III. Am I interested in this type of work? vision industries in particular. Here a knowledge of elec- 
IV. What does the university have to offer me in the tron characteristics, ionization potentials, and gaseous dis- 

line of special physics training, and what are the charge phenomena would be helpful. 
requirements for a physics option? ‘ . . : Fequis oe Paysics OP : a Workers in the petroleum industries, who are working In pursuing this article each of the above questions in its. . ; 

: in research, would be aided by a knowledge of electronic order will be discussed. . ‘ gp : : : we instrumentation, vapor and pressure laws, diffusion laws, 
I. Is there a demand for engineers with physics training? Ba ai 3 

. . and kinetic theory of gases. These things are covered by 
The anwer here is an emphatic yes, for many employers : 4 Se tid 5 . ‘ x : . the chemical engineer in his curriculum but not in a broad 

are known to look with favor upon employees in their engi- 
5 ‘ — . enough sense for the more advanced types of research. neering staff, who have physics training. Today is, as most : ‘ 

woo : Workers on atomic research must of a necessity have a 
students know, a day of specialization. Having advanced . . ; : 

: eo . 2 background in atomic theory either from the chemical end physics training is a good way of setting an engineer apart 

as a specialist. (please turn to page 30) 

The idea of physics training as specialization for an oy : ‘J. Te ; oi 
é : : ‘ om c 

engineer may sound strange; as physics teaches the basic _ he ghee eer a 
fundamental principles, while engineering subjects teach r ) ' vga | | | Ci 

and stress applications (which are just a small part of the ye Qe ein poem 
«_e od es : a ae principle) of these principles already developed. | Sg ry 

ee: ie th 
Shibata . De) Nee ee coe 

This type of specialization in the broad field of physics Aas We db edlln dL a Sel Nise aR, 
: | 2. SS — a elides! Fle on has its advantages for the employer. He can use men on a eae ag Radel ee 

: : : : eer ee aN. <— Sa ae 
his staff to coordinate his physics and engineering depart- ay, a 4 | i Sa 

ments. He can take engineers on his staff and use them pA v J7 A Re. a @| 

instead of hiring consulting physicists. ee ; if yj ed mars 
Gel os te ek eee Sas 3 . ws a ae -2 ENCE OT 

An engineer interested in physics will undoubtedly keep i oe oN ls ig oe oie | ry 

up on the improvements in physics and thus the employer I Ne es . i 3 
has this information at his disposal, along with someone \ % | al " ‘+ 

who can interpret it for him. Also, there are jobs where : ql et S| | 
an engineer could be constantly using his physics training. ° : . 
A : de | in thi icl lucid: Prof. H. B. Wahlin viewing the control equipment for n attempt is made later in this article to elucidate on the mass spectograph. (Foton Photo) 
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° «a Quture in FOUNDRIES 
A dy Peter O. Kirchoff, m&m '50 

One of the many problems facing freshman engineers is doing a great deal to make foundries more pleasant 
is what branch of engineering to follow. Many engineer- places to work. 

ing schools provide a standard first year curriculum. This The student may well ask, “Where can I fit into this 

provides the young student an opportunity to have more picture?” The mechanization of the industry is only the 

than his pre-college experience upon which to base his start toward the application of scientific principles to the 

vocational choice. For example, the boy who spent his foundry industry. Tons of castings are produced daily 
spare time converting junk heaps into hot rods may not that must be scrapped due to defects. With proper engi- 

find mechanical engineering to his liking and may fit into neering, these defects can be eliminated. Casting quality 

civil much better. is constantly being improved to meet modern inspection 
. aia methods. 

—————— ae . ’ } Radiographic testing would scrap many of the castings 

[= =... ok sold today, and more and more purchasing agents are 

ee being sold on the idea of radiography. 

a a ae we 3 a a ‘ The proper design of castings will eliminate these de- 

=a | | py eee sana || fe fects. New metals and alloys are being developed con- 

imme anwar TT | | stantly, and many of these can be adapted for castings. 
era ween oo > PY ry : The materials used in the manufacture of castings, such 

am ri tb. oe ed Ape phy as sands, oils, and patterns, are continually altered and 

Bie Pe Baa ei - a } me Be i adjusted. 

Hp at 7 ee on er as A ripe field for young metallurgical engineers (or other 

:s — a ne ‘ mile aaa | engineers for that matter) is foundry sales. It was this 

L> Ll ” 3 a a | author’s privilege to attend a sales meeting of the Steel 

Q - ee = es 5 4 Founders’ Society of America. They are preparing to 

se launch a large sales program having as its main objective 

_ a the casting of many articles that are now being fabricated 

The University’s Metal Casting Laboratory showing the by welding. 
furnaces and molding equipment. There are relatively few sales personnel with technical 

backgrounds, and it is just such persons who are most 

The College of Engineering offers degrees in seven needed. Among the comments were statements to the 

branches of engineering: biochemical, chemical, civil, elec- effect that men are trying to sell steel castings without any 

trical, mechanical, metallurgical, and mining. In addition, detailed knowledge of their product. 

various options are available in several of the above men- An instance cited was that of a salesman who did not 
tioned: fields, know the effect of the various alloying elements in steels; 

It is the purpose of this article to provide information another did not know the meaning of tensile strength; 

on a comparatively new field of engineering—the foundry. it was just a figure to tell the prospective customer. 

The foundry industry is a truly basic industry as casting If this is not sufficient to interest the young engineer, 

is often the most economical method of forming or shaping the industry is interested in obtaining technically trained 
a metal. For many years casting was classified as an art, men to assist in foundry management. At present, most 

and it is only in recent times that it has come to be re- of the executives in the industry are men who started at 
garded as a science. The tricks and secrets of casting were the bottom of the ladder years ago. With the recent tech- 

passed on from generation to generation. In many cases, nological changes, men with scientific backgrounds are 

the reason for performing an operation in a given manner necessary to take over the leadership. 

was unknown; the method was successful and that was The foundry industry in the United States is located 
sufficient. chiefly in the northeastern and middle western states with 

In former days the making of a casting was entirely @ Ohio being the keystone of the industry. Foundries are 
hand operation; none but a husky man could work in a classified in several ways; as ferrous and non-ferrous, and 
foundry. However, the machine age has finally reached 4, production or jobbing. 

the foundry, and there are now a few completely mecha- Ferrous foundries produce one or more of the following 

nized companies in the industry; most foundries are at least types of castings: grey iron, steel, or malleable cast iron. : ‘ a ; . > 
partially mechanized. In addition, the industry as a whole (please turn to page 26) 
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BELTLINE ———~ COMPLETION 

BY WAYNE THISELL, C,4 

Remember ’way back to 1940 when Wendell Willkie and crosses over highway 14 near Middleton by means of 

was touring Wisconsin? About that time you may have a half cloverleaf which allows traffic to continue on its 

seen in the paper a small, obscure article entitled “Begin way or change direction with a minimum of difficulty and 

Plans for Madison Belt Highway.” confusion. It also crosses over the C. M. & St. P. on an 

It may not have been very interesting then, but now overhead. Both of these structures are now under con- 

if you drive out near Middleton, or along the Seminole struction. After swinging south and east, the road meets 

Highway south of Madison, or over near the Dutch Mill U. S. 18 and 151 at grade, continues east along the Semi- 

on the east side of town, you'll be amazed at the con- nole Highway, crosses U.S. 13 and 14 by means of an inter- 

struction that has been and is being done. Take Middle- change still in the design stage, and spans the C. & N. W. 

ton, for instance. There’s a terrific grading operation Railway and the C. M. & St. P. Railway with overheads. 

going on there with turn-a-pulls, cats, dozers, carry-alls, The total length is 11.96 miles and yet the total cost for 

graders and scrapers all pitching in and lending a hand. right of way, grading, interchanges and paving is esti- 

This “bély line” highwaycas iets eilled will ‘endble the mated to be approximately two and one-half million dollars, 

truck and passenger traffic from Chicago to the Twin 

Cities to skirt Madison thus easing a portion of the traffic 

problem of the four lakes city. The new construction is un 5 
divided into two parts—known respectively by Division ve : 

One of the Wisconsin Highway Commission as the “South g ee 

Madison Belt Line” and the “East Madison Belt Line.” Camniceee —a LX 5 

The South Line will take the truck traffic from Route 13 Hessen PE apes 

and divert it west around the south end of town, swing  *"——" Yn Serine 
north just below Middleton and join the now-existing PU LE; 
Route 13 near the Chanticleer. Passenger and truck traffic = te ~— 

on U.S, 12 and 18 will use this route also. The East Line . ger Pe 

allows traffic on U. S. 51 to flow directly north from the ai NAA S Nee 

intersection with 12 and 18 to the intersection with 151 y ZA SK 

and thence along the now-existing route. A major portion sane % Ss 

of the grading operation is completed and the temporarily 3 on 

graveled road from Middleton is open to traffic. ? | 
I 

The current construction is two-lane concrete pavement Madison 

offset 36 feet to the west and south of the center line of 

the right of way and in the future another two-lane pave- The East Madison Line commences about a half mile 

ment will be set at an offset of 36 feet to the other side of south of the Dutch Mill on U. S. 51 and proceeds northerly 

the center line of the right of way, thus giving 72 feet over the C. & N. W. Railway and the C. M. & St. P. Rail- 

from center line to center line insuring a sufficiently wide way on overheads and intersects U. S. 151 and 51 at grade 

center strip separating the two roadways. where the latter two highways now split. This project is 

The South Line consists of two 11-foot lanes with 8- 5.57 miles long, of which 4.6 miles are now under contract, 

foot shoulders while the East Road has 12-foot lanes and and will cost approximately one and one-half million dol- 

10-foot shoulders. Both lines have a 5-inch gravel base lars. 
course and 9-inch pavement. Engineers hoped to hold the That’s a total length of 17.53 miles with a complete cost 

maximum grade to 3% but at one section of the South ays 
‘ 5 wus of four million dollars for the first stage of the under- 

Line they were forced to use one of 4%. Surprisingly ki Th ‘ect is being f 450% by the federal 
enough not too much trouble has been encountered due fee: one BEgieet Ome BRANES OP NS Ee 
to marsh but instead, the location happens over solid rock government ahd 50.7% by the state using that: which Had 
making progress slow and tedious. been allotted to the county as well as its own funds. State 

engineers estimate that it will be 1951 or 1952 before the 

Beginning about a quarter of a mile south of the Chanti- project will be completed and then it'll be time to com- 

cleer, the South Madison Belt Line heads south by west mence with the second stage of Madison’s belt line highway. 
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research : dro counter e 

by richard pieri e’50 
In approximately one year an accomplishment has been is used to photograph the droplet pattern. To get a well 

engineered by the cooperation of three departments which defined pattern on the negative, a black dye is used for the 

would have taken any one of the departments working atomizer spray. The negative is then a black background 

alone at least five or six years. with white dots and is magnified 25 to 50 times. Despite 

This accomplishment is in the form of a series of opera- the magnification, there are many dots in the negative 

tions designed to analyze the size distribution of the parti- which are extremely small. To get an accurate statistical 
cles from a spray nozzle. The three departments that ‘samp!e 8,000 drops are counted. 

have their contributions in the involved pie are Chemical The time consumed to insure accurate counting is about 

Engineering, Mathematics, and Electrical Engineering. cight hours. Besides consuming time and being tedious, 
The need for the atomization analyzer originated in the counting involves eye strain and patience. It is no wonder 

Chemical Engineering department where Professor Mar- then that a method was looked for to count the many 

shall and cthers constantly encountered the tedious task negatives that needed analysis. 

of counting drops. At this point a little explanation may be desired to point 

There are several accepted methods of obtaining the out the importance of nozzle work and of the resultant 

size distribution of particles in a spray (all of which use negatives—both of which are currently increasing. Nozzles 

counting) allowing the particles to fall on a greased or are used in every walk of life from baby food to jet air- 

magnesium coated slide, allowing the particles to mak2 p!anes. They are used for spray drying, for spray absorp- 

tracks on a soot covered slide, or allowing the particles tion, in cooling problems, in mist and dust removal, for 

to fall in a small cell containing a petroleum base solvent fighting oil fires, and for fuel injection in diesel and gas 

(such as kerosene). engines. 

Obtaining a size distribution while the particles are still The U. S. Army is seeking better nozzles for injecting 

in suspension would be more ideal; but, as yet, this is con- the fuel into the turbo-jet engines, where a flow of three 

siderably more difficult. gallons per second is sometimes required. 

The cell method is most used by the Chemical Engi- These are a few of the myriad purposes for which 

neering department. After the droplets have settled to nozzles of various degrees of spraying efficiency under 

the bottom of the cell, a special Baush & Lamb camera various pressures and quantities of flow are used. 
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EXAMPLE OF TYPICAL NEGATIVE 

The fundamental idea used for counting was conceived the number of light impulses of 10 /{ long, subtract the 

by the Chemical Engineering department. This idea was number found in the 11 /{ group from the number found 

to mount a negative on a vertical drum inside of which in the 10 /{ group. To arrive at the approximate number 

is contained a light and optical system. The drum would of dots actually having a diameter of 10 /\, the number 

revolve while advancing upward. The light would then of chords of 10 /{ length is merely multiplied by a factor 
pass through only the light spots (dots) on the negative determined by Dr. Mark. Each group has such a factor to 

and pass through another optical system to a photocell. determine the number of dots having the diameter of that 

The photocell would then transmit the light impulses of — group. 
various durations into electrical impulses which would The electrical engineering problem was the final stag2 

operate a counter. of the counter. Prof. R. J. Parent developed the funda- 

Simple as the first idea sounds, there are complicating mental idea and basis for constructing the necessary appa- 
facts about the negative pictures of an atomizer spray. ratus. 

The drops are not of the sameisize nor are they arranged The start of the electrical system is at the photocell. 

in neat rows ideally suitable for Scanni Ss: . This is really a photo multiplier tube of 1,000,000 magnifi- 

This then presented the mathematical problem which cation. The light, of the order of micro-lumens, enters a 

Dr. A. M. Mark of the Mathematics department solved. minute hole of about 50 microns in diameter. After the 

He divided the light impulses into 15 different groups multiplier tube, there is an amplification stage having a 

of /§ length long. Since chords of the drops were to be gain of about 1,000. This signal is then fed into the sort- 

measured and not diameters, this “number of divisions ing chasis which changes time impulses into step waves. 

Was necessary to Present 3 good size-distribution curve. Bach step in turn operates a particular biased circuit. As a 

(An infinite number of divisions would have been required last step, each biased circuit is followed by a binary scaling 

for a perfect curve.) chain and a mechanical counter. 
To illustrate Dr. Mark’s principle, and the actual opera- : 

tion developed by the Electrical Engineering department, Although the assemblage of units has not been tested 
every chord would register in the first group. In the second 48 Vets due to several mechanical difficulties in assembling, 

group only the chords that produce an impulse of two /{ there have been only optimistic reports for the success of 

or more would register. In the third group only the chords the plan. The actual time for counting 8,000 dots, how- 

that produce an impulse of three /{ or more would register, ©V°T will be in the neighborhood of five or six minutes 
ete. for 15 groups. compared to the eight hours at present. 

To find out how many light impulses were in any one Professor Parent expresses the view that the counter 

length group, all that is necessary is to subtract (from that may find use in other studies where it is necessary to find 
group) the number in the succeeding group; i.e., to find the distribution of sizes of large numbers of items. 
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| a | Activities for You 

| Vos l d ? 
by Robert Gesteland e’52 

Welcome back to the grind, gang, © A.LCh.E. 

and a hearty handshake to the new os The student branch of the Ameri- 

scudents entered in “Engine” school. can Institute of Chemical Engineers 

A page this month is devoted to operates in the Chemistry building, 
anyone who is not familiar with the WZ and its activities are usually posted 

engineering fraternities and societies l] on the bulletin boards in that build- 

at Wisconsin, particularly the fresh- ing. 

men. ETA KAPPA NU Robert S. Kirk is adviser for the 

With initials and Greek letters as Theta chapter of H.K.N., honor- group. All of the professional soci- 

prevalent as predictions on Ivy’s ary electrical engineering fraternity, eties provide valuable knowledge 

chances, we thought that you might has been at Wisconsin since 1910. and connections which are often of 

welcome a chance to get ’em all Besides the usual activities the fra- considerable help after you’ve grad- 

squared away. ternity annually presents an award uated. 

It might be well to mention first to the outstanding freshman electri- AS.C.E 
that most of the societies and frater- cal engineer. ees . 

ws . . 1 : The civil engineers are represent- 
nities believe in mixing a good time . . 

with their educational activities. Pro- PI TAU SIGMA ed by the: Anaerican Bociely of Cinil 
ans «of he we Roi Founded jointly at Wisconsin and Engineers. Prof. James G. Wood- grams for most of the groups : : = 

.: f eakew: petveshnents. and Illinois in 1916, Pi Tau Sigma is burn advises the group and they 
sist of a speaker, Ss, al : te 

bull session. Tri ‘a ad the honorary mechanical engineer- usually post their notices in the M.E. 
a uu session Ips, ou ings, a z y , . * : 

patties are often included during ing fraternity. Last yeat the nation- building or the Hydraulics Lab. 

the yeari al convention of actives and alumni LRE. 

of the fraternity was held at Wis- The Institute of Radio Engineers 

(0) consine Each year the F. M. Young is also a well established national 

RA iaiede presented by che group to group with a branch on the campus. 
the tose deserving mechanical engi- Devoted to E.E. students also, the 

neering JUBIOr: MLE. building usually sports their 

uv S.A.M. ‘ posters and meeting notes. 

| This newest of the societies on our 

campus, chartered last year, the So- 

TAU BETA PI ciety for the Advancement of Man- 

This national all-engineering hon- agement, is a kind of hybrid mixture 

orary has been active in the United of engineers and commerce students. 

States since 1885 and at Wisconsin (Any and all branches of the engi- A.LE.E. 

since 1899. neering field are represented.) They The American Institute of Elec- 

Requiring at least junior standing meet in a domain of Comm. school, trical Engineers is also a student 

and high level scholarship, it is the Sterling Hall, and advertise on the branch of 3a national organization 

top goal for the embryo engineer in bulletin boards of both Sterling Hall for professional electrical engineers. 

college. Both social gatherings and and the MLE. building. Mr. J. C. Weber is adviser, and 

business meetings are on the docket meeting announcements can be sec 
for this year. A in the lobby of the M.E. building. 

A.S.M.E. 

CHI EPSILON The American Society of Mechan- 

Chi Epsilon is the national honor- S.A.E. ical Engineers under the advisership 
ary civil engineering fraternity. Prof. L. A. Wilson acts as adviser of Prof. W. S. Cottingham is obvi- 

Founded at Illinois in 1922, Wis- for members of the campus branch ously a group for the M.E.’s to look 

consin was the sixth chapter estab- of the Society of Automotive Engi- over. As for the preceding groups, 

lished. Scholarship and character neers. Again the MLE. building bul- A.S.MLE. is well established nation- 

are (as the time table would say) letin boards carry all the dope about ally and has headquarters in the 

the prerequisites for membership. S.A.E. activities. MLE. building. 
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by Donald Miller m’50 

LIQUID OXYGEN CONVERTER cylinders at 1800 psi would require ture of the metal with greater de- 

An apparatus for the conversion 21 tanks of 514 cubic inches each, tail and clarity. 

of liquid oxygen to warm gaseous which would weigh 350 pounds emp- HYPSOMETER 
oxygen has been developed at the ty. A ‘ f 

National Bureau of Standards for CATHODIC ETCHING ed ea of instrument be 

use on aircraft. The converter is A unique metal-etching method, wentlien ‘: titudes attained : 

fully automatic, and requires no never before used in industry, is be- weed te i Ken has been devel- 
electricity or other source of power. ing used to prepare metal surfaces oped for the Army Signal Corps. 

Other desirable features are the for photographic and microscopic The operation of the instrument 

sturdiness, simplicity of design and examination. The process, developed Is based on the principle that the 

operation, rapid attainment of cor- by the Ford Motor Company, de- boiling point of a liquid drops as 
rect pressure, and economy of oxy- pends upon the bombardment of the the pressure decreaszs. Therefore, 

gen. metal sample by ionized argon at- as the weather balloon ascends, th2 

.. oms. steadily lowering boiling point is 

In military use of oxygen a prob- recorded and radioed to the ground. 
lem has always been the returning From this information it is possible 

of heavy empty gas cylinders for re- to determine the balloon’s altitude. 
filling. Using liquid oxygen greatly This instrument was designed to re- 

he wel i reduces the weight and bulk of the place the bellows-type devices be- 

containers. The advantages of liquid cause they are not accurate a: ex 

oxygen have long been recognized, treme altitudes 

: i XX .% , . 
but its use has been prevented by | i Si S The new instrument, the “hyp- 
continuous evaporation during stor- i q a) 59) ‘1 z 

. . IE someter,” looks like a radio tube. 
age and the necessity of controlling ren a A : 5% 

f in breathi : ey 4 The heart of the instrument is a 

Pressure Tor use in reat ing equip 2 ON an small vacuum flask which holds 
ment. The new design solves the q , a . : eas 

. ; _*, about ten cubic centimeters of liquid, 
pressure problem, but evaporation < ao | : . 

. i cchunenee ; 4 Ve” i usually carbon disulfide, because of 
losses are still a limitation with small iu 8 ‘ $ é 

. \ ri its low freezing point. Above th2 
containers. ae > fe sts ee . 

Wa. 8 => pes a, a boiling liquid, suspended in the va- 

The liquid oxygen converter con- : i a por, is a thermistor, a delicate de- 

sists of a metal Dewar flask with a Cathode etching of a sample at the vice which is a temperature sensitive 

bottom drain through which the Ford Motor Company’s applied physics resistor. As the vapor temperature 

liquid oxygen flows into a coil where research department, changes as the altitude increases, so 

the liquid evaporates and expands does the electrical resistanc2 of the 
< a kg ; stor. This j fois wh 
into ape space above the liquid in The technique, called cathodic thermistor is ee = 

as ask, thus raising its a wacuins eching, is as followsy The ee ale st a a fon 
a . Hea 

ecctti, a‘ is Poe bell ” metal sample is placed in a partial A fe ‘ ° ited t ure liquid 
n, 3 

mee a eS an ee © fee vacuum with argon. Twelve thou- mee :. y i. abe 5 a ii . Pie “ 
. i egu type valve that stops the flow of gas sand volts are charged into the gas, once, for after the liquid has beg 

to the top of the flask. Gaseous oxy- : : to boil it continues to do so for the 

ithin five degrees Centigrade creating argon ions which bombard balloon rises fast enough to keep 
oS heric i aa ie h the metal surface and knock off the liquid at its boili 8 int even 

ri its boiling po of atmospheric is wi awn throug sniiitite particles, e liquid at its § & P 

another coil. The converter is ar- : . though it is steadily growing cooler. 
dt it it ; . Cathodic vacuum etching has Tt i id that the hyasometee 4 

range: i an in- sai a s 
8 ° perm as use in an “ brought an important improvement. s oo: € ayP 

verted position without change in s accurate within 100 feet when the 
ef seas It enables the taking of an unusually balloon is 20 miles u 

+ * a. ts 

Performance clear photograph of flow lines, con's P 

The total converter unit is 25 _ which are a strata-like pattern which MEASUREMENT OF WEAR 

inches high and 18 inches in diam- indicate the direction the metal A convenient and non-destructive 8 ci 
eter. It weighs 60 pounds and holds flowed when forged. The flow lines method for the measurement of the 

62 pounds of oxygen, enough for were previously unseen with an acid abrasive wear of textiles has been 

ten men for ten hours. To supply etch. The cathodic etching method. developed at the National Bureau 

this quantity of oxygen from gas also brings out the true microstruc- (please turn to page 32) 
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Al | Not 
by Hank Williams e’50 

Cc. E. In 1913, he joined the Works Lab- Mr. Wilfred A. Pollock has re- 

Harold Ward Gardner (’05) died oratory, working under the late Dr. cently been promoted from Senior 

from a sudden heart attack on July C. P. Steinmetz. A few months Test Engineer of Power Plants to 

19 at his home in Golden, Colo. later, he was transferred to what is Technical Engineer of Power Plants, 

Besides the B.S. degree in general now the Control Divisions as an of the Wisconsin Electric Power Co., 

engineering from Wisconsin, he re- engineer, and became assistant de- Milwaukee. 

ceived a Master’s from the Univer- signing engineer in 1924. He was Walter A. Zarris (’49) is a test 

sity of Kansas in 1911 and a law appointed Engineer, Control Divi- engineer at Collins Radio Co., Cedar 

degree from Westminster College in sions, in 1942. In December, 1947, Rapids, Iowa. 

Denver in 1928. he was appointed manager of engi- Ch. E. 

After holding teaching positions neering in the Control Divisions. Lt. Col. Frank H. Stoze (’37) has 
in various schools, he joined the Joseph Rosecky (’31) is the pro- been appointed senior consultant to 

staff of the Colorado School of duction and works manager of the the Comptrollers Section of Head- 
Mines at Golden, in 1919, as head Heil Company of Milwaukee. quarters, United States Army Carib- 

of the Civil Engineering d:partment bean, Fort Amador. 

and served until, in 1930, he opened Colonel Stone has had previous 

a law office. (Photo courtesy G.E.) service in the Caribbean area, having 

He became interested in politics been stationed in Trinidad, British 

and was elected state senator for ss West Indies. Among his other as- 

two terms. At the time of his death signments have been the Command 

he was City Engineer for Golden, and General Staff School, the Adju- 

which position he had held for 12 be tant Generals’ School, service at Fort 

years. a) Lewis, Wash.; the Presidio of San 

He was a veteran of the Spanish- Ses ee! Francisco; Camp Wheeler, Ga.; Fort 

American War, a Mason, and was 1 fh) Washington, Md.; Camp Adair, 
listed in Who’s Who in America. eer — Ore.; Camp Swift, Tex.; Fort Dix, 

Edward F. Tanghe (’14) has been a ~~) N. J., and the European Theater of 

appointed superintendent of the Operations. 

Milwaukee Water Works. _ a 5. He is a graduate of Fond du Lac 
Millard B. Smith (’25) has been 7 Z High School, Fond du Lac, Wis. 

appointed assistant vice-president T ca Donald C. Slichter (’22) was re- 
. " ‘ . i enn 

for operations for the Wisconsin cently made a vice-president of 

Telephone Company at Milwaukee. Northwestern Mutual Life Insur- 

Stanley E. Binish (’29) is now in ance Company. He had been direc- 

Private practice as a patent attorney M. E. tor of public utility bond research 
at Green Bay, Wis. He received his T. C. Glenn (’22) has been ap- for the company since 1934. 

law certificate from Wisconsin in pointed manager of the Engineering After graduation, Slichter worked 

1936 and his Master of Laws from Division of the General Electric’s for the Lake Superior District Pow- 

George Washington University in newly-created Michigan district. He er Company, Ashland, until 1925. 

1945. will be in charge of all application He then became a partner in a con- 

E. E. and service engineering work of the sulting engineering firm of Madison 
C. B. Bradish (’12) has been ap- district as well as all types of instal- and Toronto, Ont. 

pointed assistant to the Works Man- lation contracts. He will also be Slichter’s present duties will be in 

ager, engineering, of the General responsible for all the Michigan dis- charge of bond investments. His 

Electric Company’s Schenectady trict service shops. previous capacity was in charge of 
Works. Robert Freund (’38) is in the in- investigations and recommendations 

Bradish joined G.E. as a student dustrial relations department of Gid- of investments in public utilities and 

engineer in 1912 on the Test Course. dings and Lewis of Fond du Lac. industrial securities. 
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by Douglas G .Schinke e’50 

In these days of brilliant street light illumination, elec- lamp. This is not true. Edison’s inventive genius, of course, 
tric motors for all purposes, electric toasters, electric razors, produced the electric lighting system, but it was a group 
and countless other devices for our illumination and com- of New York business men that induced Edison to try to 
fort, we seldom think of the humble beginning of the indus- develop the incandescent light. 
try that now is the very nerve center of our country. These men risked their money to provide for the ex- 

Out of a shaky and doubtful start in about, 1880, the periments, which were successful only after about 6,000 
electric power industry has moved forward and expanded attempts. They also provided the management and money 
to the point where we can scarcely live without it. to promote the adoption of this new invention in the 

Back in the 1880’s the gas and oil lamps had moved into sities and towns of the country: 

prominence, horses and buggies provided the means of 

locomotion with a little help from the horse car and the " 4 7 e 
newly developed cable car. The streets were dimly lighted, ig iat & hs ae a 
if at all, with gas lights. The telegraph was beginning to ry Ma ‘ . aa 

prove its usefulness and the telephone too was coming to By 4 a i F fe a eo = i in 
be realized as a potentially practical means of communi- Gs: J a od i — Ae ie 

cation. ae: os ba ie cael | iy 
Problems then were not national, they were local. “mae A PS etd een 

Each town worked out its own problems because each of : Ps ti). 
the towns was more or less isolated. There were no four- be ae of hol aoe ee - 
lane highways then, and only those towns located on a ’ . i & en. - TE 
railroad could hope to have any reasonable contact with ae a Le La aan the I 
other communities. vi cc fe G Fog foie ap Ey 

ae PT mt get 
EXPANSION nl : soe srry pace 

Manufacturing, previously concentrated along the fall “ : s RE apron 

line because of the presence of water power, had now 3 a : ee 
started its movement westward. The advent of the steam — ie rt are a 

engine carried factories as far west as the Mississippi. The oe Ya a Se + 

typical midwestern town was just coming into the lime- F | HE alleen edges sg 

light. eye ere Sena 
Once primarily a trading center, it was now on the A aoe 

road to being a thriving metropolis. Gas light dimly Y : aaa 
lit the downtown area, but the residential sections were ae i 

in darkness except for the light of the gas or kerosene a EMT 

lamps that crept out of the house windows. Conveniences . wiles : 

in the home were practically non-existent. Some food Old Edisen generator on display in the dynamo labora- 
: * tory of the electrical engineering department. (Foton Photo) 

could be stored in the cellar for a few days, but keeping 

milk and perishables was next to impossible. The bath 

room was still far in the future, and the Saturday night 

bath in the kitchen was still the much joked about ritual. The New York Times, even then a great newspaper, was 

Water was heated on the crude wood range which made among the first to install a complete lighting system. The 

the kitchen unbearable in the summer. Some of the better New York streets, too, were aglow at night,.a great im- 

homes had hot air furnaces with their large iron registers. provement over the gas lamps. The horse was still supreme 

Steam and hot water were coming into use in some sections. as the transportation medium, but the cable car was making 

The Edison lamp was made to replace the gas light in its bid with faster transportation. The buildings had now 

the homes, office, and factory. Many today think that reached the “skyscraper” height of ten stories. This terrific 

Edison suddenly had an idea to make an incandescent (please turn to page 38) 
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] N by John F. McCoy e’50 

SS 

5 SS 

| : Bee , (oo 

' >. ok 1 we 
Ny i Se 7.“ 

fa, =" Ee \ A 
J Robert K. Allen 

|e lag ups res . : . 

‘ a Robert K. Allen and Alvin H. Kasberg. 

2. a a i The award was made by the James F. Lincoln Arc 

ie es » w i ; s Welding Foundation in its annual scholarship contest for 
we . papers on welding. First prize was awarded their paper 

Thomas Hubbard entitled “A Study of the Welding Characteristics of 

THOMAS HUBBARD Ampco-trode 160 and Ampco-trode 10.” 

On September 9, 1949, the University of Wisconsin lost Tn addition fo the prize won by Mr. Allen and Mr. 

one of its most outstanding students. Tom Hubbard Kasberg, the university was presented four $250 scholar- 

finally succumbed from the intestinal troubles which had ships by the Foundation *9 be used 1 the M&M depart- 
fespiulied hin Une: exily: lase spding ment. These scholarships will be administered by the de- 

A senior in Mechanical Engineering whose home was partment, and they are to be awarded on the basis of 

in Shorewood, Wis., Tom established an impressive record scholastic achievement, imagination, ingenuity, and ability 

at the university. Despite the fact that he was working without segard {8 the Anancial need of the student. 

his way through school, he was president of his social ao 

fraternity, Phi Gamma Delta, the chairman-elect of the s 

Society of Automotive Engineers, the president of the 

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, a laboratory F : 

instructor in chemistry, and a member of Polygon Board, 2 a 

Phi Kappa Phi, Tau Beta Pi, Pi Tau Sigma, and Hoofers. a rer mii, 

As a freshman, he won his “W,” but had to withdraw 8 : aoe . 

from competition due to a back injury. - y q 

In honor of his activities, Polygon Board has presented | te a 

Tom’s mother with a Polygon key. oe -) 

Apparently Tom had been working very hard and was , : - 

pushing himself terrifically when he fell ill) The Engi- a S 

neering College as well as his many friends wish to pay me) a d 

tribute to this high ranking scholar, classmate, and campus Alvin H. Kasberg 

leader. 

LINCOLN FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP The School of Engineering is proud of their accomplish- 
A highlight this summer was the $1,000 scholarship ment, and THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER wishes to 

award to two University of Wisconsin M&M students, , (please turn to page 31) 
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* * * 

Rare Gases Now Available in Quantity Offer 

Challenging Subject for Study 

Among the least known of the elements have been the rare gases—Krypton and 

Xenon. Occurring in the atmosphere in concentration of one part per million for 

Krypton, and one part per twelve million for Xenon, their very scarcity gave them 

the status of “scientific curiosities” for a long time. 

But now, these gases are available in quantity in refined, compressed form. 

As these gases assume the different role of “new” materials, their individual physi- 
cal and electrical properties are finding interesting uses. 

The increased efficiency of hot cathode (fluorescent) lights is a direct result 

of using Krypton as the gas filler. The brightest light ever made by man is pro- 

duced by an electrical discharge through a column of Krypton... these lights are 

used to penetrate fog at airports. 

Xenon is replacing mercury vapor in industrial (thyratron) tubes, to avoid 
low temperature condensation troubles. It is Kenon that makes practical the 

“repeater” (gas discharge) photographic flash lamp—the low resistance and good 

spectral range of the gas both being important. In the fast-growing field of atomic 

energy, the rare gases become increasingly important. The use of such gases in 

Geiger Mueller counter tubes is well familiar. 

Chemists and physicists on many types of projects will want to study the 

possible value of these gases in their fields. Others may desire to work with the 

rare gases as such, contributing to further information in this expanding subject. 

Graduate students especially may find rare gases a fascinating, challenging, and 

wide open field for doctoral thesis. 

In whatever connection, scientists who may want more information on Kryp- 

ton, Xenon, Argon, etc., are invited to write us fully. Please write Dept. LAP, 

Room 1502, 30 East 42nd St., New York 17, N.Y. 

AND CARBON CORPORATION 
30 FAST 42ND sTREET [Id NEW YORK 17, N.Y, 

——— —— Trade-markeed Products of Divisions and Units inl eAMTS1T"T!1!_1"——_ 

LINDE Oxygen * Prest-O-LiTe Acetylene * PyROFAX Gas + SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS 

ELEctromet Alloys and Metals * HAYNES STELLITE Alloys + BAKELITE, KRENE, VINYON, and VINYLITE Plastics 

NATIONAL Carbons + EVEREADY Flashlights and Batteries + ACHESON [lectrodes + PRESTONE and TREK Anti-Freezes 
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FAME AND FORTUNE ENGINEERING NUCLEUS 
Recently two University of Wisconsin students entered Beginning this month, the WISCONSIN ENGINEER 

the Lincoln Arc Welding contest, and won; won one plans to step forward. We are going to give you, as read- 
thousand dollars, national recognition, and, even more ers, what you as student engineers asked for in our Read- 
important, an insight into the problems and situations er Interest Survey last spring. More campus coverage; 
which arise in the field which they explored. Unfortunate- more semi-technical articles; and more feature articles on 
ly however, all too infrequently does this situation arise. helpful ideas—job opportunities for example. 

No, we don’t mean winning prizes and gaining glory; This should be your magazine. Undergraduates in all 
we mean the very fact that they entered the contest at all. walks of campus life are doing the work which creates 
Somehow, there seems to be a definite apathy toward the WISCONSIN ENGINEER. The cover this month is 
writing papers of any kind, especially if they’re not re- done by an art major—an L & S student! 

quired for one course or another. We want to give you a magazine which contains tech- 
Sure, we know that you're taking eighteen credits, but ical items of interest to STUDENT engineers, stories 

then, the majority of students in the College of Engi- about industry and jobs, articles of current interest con- 
neering are taking at least that many. And, unfortunate- cerning campus and engineering school activities, and of 
ly, the majority of Engineering students probably feel as course jokes to keep up our “reputation.” 

little interest in writing a paper as you do. If you have a particular interest in a particular sub- 

Perhaps you say that there are many fields in which ject, come in and talk with the editor or a staff member. 

you are not interested, or competent, enough to write Wye want to have subjects of interest to YOU. On page 
an article about. But these reasons are not sufficient. In forty of this issue is a short list of articles to appear in 

the very process of writing the paper you can develop an forthcoming copies. Do you like them? 

interest in the subject, and you will certainly know more The idea on the cover is that we want to be useful. It 
and more about it as you Progress in your search for mar has been our purpose this month to carry this theme 

terial. No man ever becomes an expert without trying. throughout the magazine; we hope to follow this pattern 
Then too, the ability to write a clear, concise, and mean- fox che entize year. 

ingful technical article or report is an accomplishment not “Slipstick Chatter” appearing in the CARDINAL this 

prevalent among. undergraduate engineers. The experi- year is but one of our attempts to serve the student engi- 
ence gained in this line alone is well worth the effort put Héetsn Vow need some good publicitys eagitiects ARE lead- 

forth. . . ers in society and in education. 
There is now a contest underway, also in the welding . ; . ban 
eld. whidl: could vive ananw seadene the osporemntigreo: All of the engineering societies need publicity. There 

eld, g y PP! y 2 . 
ee te eho =i i .. are a lot of things engine school fellows do without much 
try their wings at writing a paper of this type. This . . . . . 

competition, sponsored by the American Welding So- heralding. Notice the terrific job they did on Freshman 

. te . . : . 55 Circus! Just watch for Campus Carnival this year. 
ciety, to encourage and stimulate interest in welding , . 

is open to all undergraduates and offers a two hundred We want to see Engine School move! You men should 

dollar first prize. This contest would be worth entering 8¢t doing things around the campus if you don’t want 

for the money alone! to merit blasts from the CARDINAL such as on Sep- 

But if you’re not ready for the so-called “big time” tember 29. 

as yet, why not try some of the local student programs The WISCONSIN ENGINEER is here to serve you; 

such as the AIEE and ASME awards for best student pa- it is your publication, and it is going to be the nucleus 

pers? You win a small prize and a trip to the district con- of the engineering college yet! Make use of it for all of 

vention at which your paper is presented. Not a stupen- your outside activities—and then send us notices of your 
dous reward surely, but well worth the effort. meetings, any up-to-date news from alumni, sharp stories 

In fact, win or lose, any competition of this type is or ideas, or even bring yourself if you are interested in a 

worth the time put into it. It’s nice to win prizes too. But “Job with a Future” on the most progressive campus 
you can’t win if you don’t try. magazine: THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER. 

A.MLN. R.R.J. 
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RCA scientists develop new direct-reading Loran instrument 
which simplifies problems of navigation, 

o io Conti ducati C frominm MGEOM GOS 70 8€Q ee ne BEA IF PP TF with pay—at RCA 

Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA 

Now science gives the navigator an im- _ position quickly and accurately. Loran’s sim- fercone of the Bee 
proved “homing pigeon instinct,” a way plicity adapts it to every type of vessel from —offers you opportunity to gain valuable, 

wh ai is merchant ship to yacht. Manufactured by well-rounded training and experience at by which—without checking sun or stars metchant ship to yac tured by | we cyte sppomustter eal 
—he can head his ship directly home. Aadiomarine Corporation of America, a serv- vancement. Here are only five of the many 

ice of RCA, it is already being installed in projects which offer unusual promise: 

Already thoroughly proved, Loran equip- U.S, Coast Guard rescue ships. © Development and design of radio re- 
ment has been simplified through RCA re- ceivers (including broadcast, short wave 

search ae engineering, = that almost any- The meaning of RCA research gran commen visions sandphens? 
one can learn to use it in a few minutes. Free > © Advanced devel i RCA’s Figs « Awed dvanced development and design of 
of human error, readings appear directly on ena mee eae ba dev opie of a and aM broadcast transmitters, R-F 

aa : . oa irect-reading Loran is another ex- induction heating, mobile communications 
the instrument. A quick check gives position. : i : . q Bives Pp ample of the continued leadership in science equipment, relay systems. 

Brain of this Loran system is a circuit and engineering which adds value beyond ® Desitn, of ‘component: parts: euch. as : : N ‘ : coils, loudspeakers, capacitors. 
developed at RCA Laboratories which splits price to any product or service of RCA. © Development and design of new re- 
seconds into millions of parts—and accurately soe # cording and producing methods. 
measures the difference in the time it takes © Design of receiving, power, cathode 
a pair of radio signals to travel from shore The newest advances in television, radio, fay, gas/and photo tubes. - ae to ship and electronics can be seen in action at RCA Ue ode te National Recruiting Dini 

Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49 St.,N.Y. Admis- | i" RCA Vielon, Canden, New Iorsey, A wo . . a ee ; ! - iso many opportunities for Mechanica Given this information, the navigator, hun sion is free. Radio Corporation of America, and Chemical Engineers and Physicists. 
dreds of miles from shore, can determine his RCA Building, Radio City, N. Y. 20. 2 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 

World Leader in Radio — First in Television 
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A cultured woman is one who, by a mere shrug of her Lawyer: “I want a ticket to New York.” 

shoulders, can adjust her shoulder straps. Agent: “By Buffalo?” 

* Lawyer: “That’s okay if the saddle’s comfortable.” 

She was only an aspirin maker’s daughter, but you ought k Ke 

to see her bayer. 
kk OR Sign in a bar: Please sit down while the room is in motion. 

ILS Student: “We have a bird that lays square eggs and ee ® 

talks.” 

One and Only (for today): “What does it say, Bill?” Student (in bookstore): ‘How much is this paper?” 

Intensified Loafing and Smoking Stude: “Ouch!” Clerk: “Seventy-five cents a ream.” 

OE Student: “It sure is.” 

Then there is the bartender in Australia who sells hops eR 

to the kangaroos. 

* oo Then there’s the story of the unfortunate man who, 

He: “I suppose you dance?” night after night, dreamt that someone was tightening up 

She: “Oh, yes, I love to.” his navel with a screwdriver. Every night he would awake 

He: “Great, that’s better than dancing.” with a terrific cramp and would be unable to get to sleep 

i a again. 

"J shall now illustrate what I have in mind,” said the After several months of this he decided, in desperation, 

ILS prof. as he erased the board. to visit a psychiatrist. After relating his experiences to 
k  * the doctor the doctor advised him to place a screwdriver 

Cale. atadenits, cemenbes — TV V/do. next to his bed so that when he woke from his dream he 

could get up and loosen his tightened navel. 

+ LF The man felt vastly relieved and resolved to follow 

Some girls are cold sober. Others are always cold. the doctor’s advice that very night. Following his usual 

xk ok O* dream, he jumped out of bed and began to loosen up his 

anatomy. Suddenly he stopped, horrified, and rushed 
She: “I’m so discouraged. Everything I do seems to down to the doctor’s office. 

be wrong.” After admitting him the doctor asked, “Well, what 

He: “What are you doing tonight?” happened?” 

i ok & The man said, “I did what you told me. I went to bed, 

had the dream, and when I awoke I began to loosen my 

My daddy’s a bounder, , navel.” 

A dirty rounder, “Yes, yes,” said the psychiatrist, “then what happened?” 

His chin’s all covered with foam. The man heaved a forlorn sigh and said: “My fanny 

I’ve oft heard him utter, fell off!” 

While stretched in the gutter, KOK Ox 

“My gawd, it feels good to get home.” 

ew Women’s faults are many 

Men have only two 
The zipper is the undoing of the modern girl. Everything they say 

* a x And everything they do. 

k OOK Ok 
Iceman: “Hello, son.” 

Little Boy: “Hey, when you say that, smile.” People who live in glass houses shouldn’t. 
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| | | Know Your Tailor is a Tailor — 

| ngineers | | ‘BF 
| @ Slide Rules | i te @ 7 

| | i 

| @ Drawing Materials 2 fa 

| : | Wh 
| HERMAN DIDRIKSEN 

| DISTINCTIVE STYLING & FITTINGS! 

Rook Store || DIDRIKSEN 
. 

Custom Clothing Co. | 
1325 UNIVERSITY AVE. 

1419 UNIVERSITY AVE. DIAL 5-9919 | 

Then there was the drunk leaning on a Quebec lamp A convertible top covers a multitude of sins. 

post, muttering, “Can’t be done .. . jesh can’t be done.” «ss 

When a policeman approached and asked, “What can’t 
be done?” the drunk pointed to a large sign reading “Is she a nice girl?” 

“Drink Canada Dry”. “Moralless.” 

x Ok Ok x Ok Ok 

An ashtray is the place where you put your butts when Webster says that “taut” means tight. I guess the fel- 

the room you are in doesn’t have a floor. lows in ILS are taut a lot after all. 

x OK Ok kOe Ok 

Engineers sure have a deep respect for age, if it is over Guest: “Just straight ginger ale.” 

eight years old and bottled. Host: “Pale?” 

Guest: “No, just a glass will do.” 
x Ok Ok 

“Did that course in English help your boyfriend at po a —_ 

alle” Frosted Malts 
“No, he still ends every sentence with a proposition.” 

For | 
x Ok OK | 

Between Classes | 
She was only a shoemaker’s daughter, but she gave || | 

the boys her awl. — | 

NO-WHITE | 
He married Helen. | | 
Hell ensued. | CUSTARD SHOP | 

He left Helen. | 1425 UNIVERSITY AVE. © DIAL 7-2153 
Helen sued. 
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! : | Foundries ... 
OnsSU ting (continued from page 12) 

Non-ferrous castings are chiefly made from a copper base 

s | alloy, aluminum, or magnesium. 

ngineers | A production foundry turns out large quantities of a 

|| few articles, while a jobbing foundry produces as few as 

' | one item of each article. Several foundries produce cast- 
for | ings by the centrifugal casting process, their chief product 

| | being cast iron soil pipe. The growing baby of the industry 

is die casting. The die casting field is limited to small 

POWER PLANTS | articles at present, but recent developments promise rapid 

WATER SUPPLY growth. 
| Foundry engineering is a branch of metallurgy. The 

FLOOD PREVENTION | University of Wisconsin is one of the relatively few schools 

SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANTS | in the country granting a degree in metallurgy, and is one 

| of twelve considered to have an acceptable course of in- 

struction in foundry. 

gt At the present time three foundry courses are offered. 

M&ME 33 is a basic course required of all mechanical 

| engineers. M&ME 131 & 137 are basic and advanced 

| courses respectively for metallurgical students. The De- 

M d AZ H t partment of Mining and Metallurgy is fortunate in having 

ea un || the up-to-date Metals Casting Laboratory, located in the 

rear of the M&M building. 

550 State St. Dial 5-7253 In addition to these strictly foundry courses, much in- 

| || formation concerning castings is covered in other M&ME 

courses. For example, industrial alloys are studies in 

_—_—_—$_Y A ————————————, Ss MME 133 and many of these alloys are used extensively 

= | in the foundry industry. 

Ce A Beautiful Flowers | An indication of the great demand for engineering 

x Dene sek graduates in the foundry industry is the Foundry Edu- 

WS Weta IN For All || cational Foundation. Several years ago several of the more 

a Nf es cid ‘ || foresighted men of the industry realized the necessity for 

Lh eee’ - Occasions | technically trained men. Various foundry technical socie- 

Af ties organized the Foundry Educational Foundation, with 

awe | the purpose to encourage young engineers to enter foun- 

WAGNER'S | “3: | | To aid this program, the FEF has raised $155,000 to be 

| FLOWER and GIFT SHOP | used for scholarships. At the present time six schools are 

| 1313 UNIVERSITY AVE. DIAL 7-1983 || identified with this program: Alabama, Case Institute of 

| ae ee Technology, Cincinnati, Cornell, M.I.T., Northwestern, 

and Wisconsin. 

} a —=—= ——_—_—_—_—_—_—IS= These scholarships are available to junior and senior 
| engineers, generally mechanical or metallurgical, who dis- 

| h Y || play an interest in foundry management and who maintain 
| W en rou Buy | good scholastic records. They are awarded on an annual 

| basis, the value being $500. The FEF also seeks to find 
| Remember! | employment, both summer and permanent, for those inter- 
i | ested in foundry experience. 

| | It is true that for many years the foundry was a dirty, 

| You Saw It Here tough place to work; it was a low class industry. Hard 

| work by workers and management have turned foundries 

| into enjoyable places to work. The foundries have seen 
| In The ENGINEER || other industries surge ahead in industrial development, 

| | but they are no longer satisfied with out-dated methods. 
| _ cee They ave moving forward. 
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gxMBOL OF 85,000 years oF KNO 

If you had been born 85,000 years ago and were Alcoa had 25 years ago, pretty good indication ‘ 

still alive, think of all you would know about that it’s “‘a good company to work for”. 
what happened on earth. But here’s the most significant point: Sixty-one 

And if you had devoted all those years to work- years ago, when Alcoa started, only five men 
ing with one particular material found on earth were employed. Today about a million people 
... say aluminum... think what you would have jobs in the aluminum industry, an industry 
know about that. comprised of: companies who produce aluminum 

Actually, man has known of aluminum for less from ore; companies who smelt aluminum scrap; 
than 150 years and didn’t really start to use it others who make semi-finished aluminum prod- 
commercially until 1888 when Alcoa started pro- ucts; and hundreds of companies who manufac- 

ducing it. Yet in Alcoa’s employ today is a group ture useful articles in which aluminum plays an 
of men and women who possess a total of 85,000 essential part. 

years of aluminum working knowledge. Today the same pioneering spirit that marked 
These people, 2,900 of them, proudly wear this the founding of this industry is evident in 

button as members of the Alcoa 25-Year Service Alcoa’s laboratories, mills and foundries. Here 

Club. Many have been in the family longer than men are developing new uses, new techniques 
25 years. Their jobs range all the way from mill that promise even more for the future of alumi- 
hand to president, from engineer to chairman of num. ALUMINUM CompaANy OF America, Gulf 
the board. They are a fourth of all the employees Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania. 

ALCOA 

/* \ C.(O)/E\ first in ALUMINUM Cty 
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by G. E. Kempke, President 

20,000 See and Smell Student Egg Battle” — “St. Pat from any other paying event the Board may schedule. On 

Halts Two Hours of Warfare” — “Police Cars Drip the other side of the ledger it pays for signs, posters and 
” 

Yolks”. booklets, and other material publicizing engineering events, 

Headlines such as these more than ten years ago signi- the Engineering school, smokers and picnics. 

fied the occurence of another St. Patrick’s Day parade. The name Polygon itself j fitting since the Board 

Tradition had it, in those days, that the lawyers and engi- . v8 S very . 8 since the Boar 

neers did battle in what was generally regarded as one of *°Presents all sides or fields of engineering—hence Poly. 

the most useless fights in the history of mankind. gon—a multisided figure. The history of the organization 
dates from Feb. 10, 1925. Two men from each engineer- 

Engineers traditionally held a parade to proclaim that . i , 
ty th A.S.C.E., A.LE.E., A.S.M.E. 

St. Pat was one of their own. This brought the lawyers mg society then on campus (ASCE. ALE.E., A SME, 
. . . A.I.Ch.E., and the Mining club) met to elect officers and 

storming to halt the movement since they too believed , os 
th ‘ thei edian saine make plans for an Engineers parade, an exposition, and a 

SIBECSE ISD: WAS! EMEA: Sue sau combination Engineers-Lawyers dance. 

Today, the some organization, namely, Polygon Board . ’ 
i By 1934 the Board h h c bmit 

of the Engineering college still does sponsor a dance, a y © poare | ad enous Prestige fo submit 2 
beard growing contest, and a basketball game with the plan to bolster the declining subscription rate of the Wis- 

is “rein ee Bie ecsiniin GRAGESTE the scaeetes consin Engineer and to rejuvenate the College’s organiza- 

SENSES i . tions. Under this plan (the Polygon Plan) each student 

However, by no means is this the limited program of enrolled in the College of Engineering paid a one dollar 

the organization. Polygon has come far since the rowdy activity fee per semester. This entitled him to be enrolled 
parade days of the 1930's. It has lived through a period as a junior member in the professional society of his 

of semi-inactivity during the war, and like most healthy choice, and to be enrolled as a subscriber to the Wiscon- 

beings, has come back stronger after the rest. sin Engineer, and finally, to be entitled to free admission 

In the words of its constitution, Polygon is “A central ta the events: sponsoted by Polygon. This plan was: pass: , 5 ‘ ‘ : 
committee which can act for the interests of the College edi aay of 1934 and remained a’ several 
of Engineering and represent the students in their rela- years. 10s years passed, Folygon spo ea smokers, Pax 

tions to the faculty.” It not only sponsors those activities rades, dances, and expositions until it has finally become 

previously mentioned, but also smokers, expositions, job secognized 7 te ae oe for integrating the 

conferences and many other matters that come up before “*"*CUFTICH . 8 * 
the college. This year, following tradition, Polygon is planning a 

‘The fourteen wenibers are elected for one year terme smoker, and a dance as social functions and is taking an 
i i I all- tiviti h th 

by their respective engineering societies. The societies are 7 Seed Hhies, Sea eg aeeeiua a te ie 

LRE., A.LE.E, AS.CE., AS.M.E, A.LCh.E, SAE, and pn one om Conneenon ore 
the Mining club each elects two ‘men at different times Pat's dance next spring,.a beatd. growing and button. de- 
during the year. Officers: iof the) Board. are iclected for sign contest will be held. A Job Opportunities Conference 

. ill 1 t thi i k. 
terms of one semester at the end of each semester wall geobab hymnal oun che peas wear 

Polygon is financially self supporting. A certain amount Polygon is living up to its name: the Engineering stu- 

of revenue is gained from the annual St. Pat’s dance and dent’s representative in the large sphere of University life. 
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e al ‘Ys this the same ROEBLING that 
° ° 

helped you build the Golden Gate Bridge?’ 

“Well, Ted, that’s one way to put it! WIRE ROPE. Roebling wire rope is BouNm; rian snap ee Wi 

‘ : : made in a large range of types to assure oebling high carbon wire is a quality 

And this sure is the 82 Me Roebling. topflight performance in every application. product and dependably uniform in gauge, 

Besides making wire and huge Roebling Preformed “Blue Center” Wire grain structure and finish. This, of course, 

cables for suspension bridges, Rope is unsurpassed for ease of handling, means that machine stoppages and rejects 
Roebling weaves wire screens. I’ve smooth operation and long life. ae cut ade and production 

* costs pulle: lown. 

seen screens like this in quarriesand ELECTRICAL WIRE—CARBLE— ea 
. 1 h » MAGNET WIRE. Roebling makes more 

mines all over the country. than 60 standard types of electrical wire Whatever career you are studying for, 
and cable—meets practically every trans- when you get on the job you will find one 

* we we mission, distribution and service require- or more types of Roebling products serv- 

The fact is, its Bridge Division is onl ment. Roevar Magnet Wire is a leading ing there, dependably and at low cost. 

fe Fact is, its Bridge Division is only one specification for high-speed winding. John A. Roebling’s Sons Company, Tren- 
of Roebling’s seven major divisions, each ton 2, New Jerse 
producing a distinctive line of wire or wire WOVEN WIRE FABRIC. From the > v 
products of wide and essential service largest, most rugged Aggregate Screens BRANCH OFFICES: Atlanta, 934 Avon Ave. * 
in industry. Importantly too, at the big to the most finely woven Filter Cloths, Boston, 51 Sleeper St. * Chicago, 5525 W. Roosevelt 
Roebling plants in and near Trenton, New there’s a full line of Roebling industrial Hae Clereteney, ae en Toa BWA & es 
Jersey, developments are made constantly screens. Wires made of special steels and Angeles, 216 S. Alameda St. * New York, 19 Rector 
that bring new efficiency and economy to non-ferrous metals assure longer wear and See ld ee rn Se Tat Ae 
a vast range of industrial operations. corrosion resistance. San Francisco,174017th St. * Seattle, 900 First Ave.So. 

\)) fe 8 (yr SD X LB ne = |<N\ || @ EXTCOETT 
EQ” - = Sey \ Wer" “ey wy A CENTURY OF CONFIDENCE 
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. advanced phase of physics. 

Physics ee w ® IV. What does the University of Wisconsin have to 

offer me in the way of a physics option? 
. (continued from page 11) . About five year ago, Professor L. A. Ingersoll of the 

or the physics end. Engineers interested in working for Physics: department made @ thorough study of how other 

ati tee afte take courses in photogra- colleges and universities had integrated the topics of engi- 
PNY, SDS: Pas & ORY OR ile te . a neering and physics. He found that the following three 

From the above it seems as if advanced physics training : : 
. ; methods were being employed: (1) a set of physics and 

leads to research work. This may be over-emphasized in : . : . , 
: . : engineering degrees, (2) a physics degree with engineer- 

this article due to the author’s keen interest in this phasz  . : d (3 : ing d ith hysi 
f . : I . : . ing option, and (3) an engineering degree with a physics 

of engineering, but the close relation of physics and engi- option 

neering research can be seen in the research laboratories From his experience and. seudy of other cutticula and 

in the engineering schools. Usually the research workers the success of the various curricula he suggested that the 
in mechanical, electrical, and metallurgical engineering lastiof therabove mentioned’plans'be used. ‘This'was done: 

take some advanced physics courses and many elect physics The great advocate for this plan is its flexibility, With a 
as a minor to satisfy a requirement for advanced degrees. wee enginweting: and physicg descee too dauch ds covered 

Some of the advanced students in chemical engineering which is wequited for éach sc d I 
1 . . “ 'q separate degree to leave any 

and mechanics also find it profitable to elect advanced . ialize. With th, d pl. h time 
hysics courses to supplement their curriculum time to specialize. With the second plan not enough time 

P. fer hee ¥ tet ed i chi ¢ k? . is available to get much of the basic engineering courses 
¥ e) © s . * s * 

mf interes in ' is TAPE Ob wor . after getting the liberal education that goes with a physics 
To answer this the engineering student must look to his Aeszee 

own personality and ambitions. By the time the student The plan used at the University of Wisconsin enables 

is a sophomore he usually has a fairly concrete idea of a siudenteto get : ing di ith all the trim. 
: . . ; : get an engineering degree with all the trim 

what kind of thing he wants to do in life. As for his per- ‘ i ‘ 2 . mings and have his electives and a few of the required 
sonality, the student can check that at the Student Coun- : : he j ; di laced 6 

ling C AE hecki h : hich are °mBineering courses he is not interested in replaced by 

Seung enters fer checking these qwoipeints: (whic BES physics courses. This gives him most of the requirements 
vital to him in any case), the student should check his ofa bhysics di if h h £ 
: . : . . physics degree if he so chooses or a group of courses 
interests in his basic physics course. From these three. : 

: oa in a selected field of physics. 
things one can determine if he should enter into the With the above’ in mind the physics option for under- 

aE 2 graduates was inaugurated. Its only requirement is enough 

i. iy " Okenite leadership credits in physics courses plus those required for the engi- 

. 6 a master of “ neering degree to total 22 credits in physics. Now this 

Y i ae engineering background: is truly comparable to the requirements for a degree in 

i | f pal physics; 32 credits of which 10 are comparable to those 

E . ‘A required for an engineering degree and courses such as 

4 . “Heat and Thermodynamics” and “Electricity and Mag- 

Vi 4 i 2 netism” are covered in most engineering curriculum. 

f cee a a. # From a study of the various physics courses it may be 

. — — noted that a comparatively new course Physics 106 (Atomic 

x 3 | 7 “4 Physics) is required for many of the other courses. Be- 

bog ~ : ea cause of this and the very nature of the course—it is an 

nna til introduction to many of the phases of physics—it is strong- 

ly suggested that it be chosen by students who are starting 

A “FOUL WEATHER” FRIEND a physics option. This course is a year course and covers 

T LE US most of the subjects of interest to engineers. The course 

° CAB ERS is taught by Professor Herb who is otherwise busy with 

Every kind of weather but fair is manufactured in this | ¢xpetimental work in nuclear physics. Thus the course is 
Weatherometer which is used regularly in testing sections extremely interesting to those students who are interested 
of Okonite Cable. For example, repeated cycles of water : - . . 
spray and ultra violet light are combined with freezing in a in pursuing this branch of physics. 
refrigerator. The result: a rapid succession of violently con- Also of great interest to engineering students are the 
trasting effects which tests the cable more drastically than following courses: Physics 118 (Kinetic Theory) and 

I f 1 is ss : i 
ov d years Oe eps 3 ‘ . - Physics 124 (Mathematical Theory of Heat Conduction), 
This is one of a series of continuing tests in which Okonite ’ 

puts modern equipment and engineering personnel to work which are both taught by Professor Ingersoll and have 
pre-testing and establishing the life expectancy of its electrical engineering applications brought into the courses. As an 
wires and cables. The Okonite Company, Passaic, N. J. example the theory of the “Heat Pump” is discussed at 

LP 5169 length in Physics 124. With these courses available it 

E ws K Ri I I E a7 (Mid. seems that the University of Wisconsin is well prepared 

boo e . ° _} to give engineers training in physics and a degree in engi- 

ie insulated wires _and cables | neering with the words Option in Physics on the degree. 
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(continued from page 20) a4 Se at SONS aT 

congratulate these two men for their achievements. \ an Oe. Wy OO WS . 
Mr. Allen is now a welding engineer with the General NX Vik “ ~owv =e A be “eet SN 

Electric Company in Erie, Pa., and Mr. Kasberg is enrolled \ oe anc . ae Gf Ss Sek Sg 

here at the university as a graduate student in M&M. ace TN é BoA ORR on 

Undergraduates interested in applying for this contest X So y relat 

this year may apply through Prof. G. J. Barker, chairman aa ib tate 

of the Department of Mining and Metallurgy. “ae 

, 
LEONARD FRANK, M&M 49 PROBLEM—You have an aircraft radio receiver. 

Another first prize!) The M&M department has been : . 
; : To operate it, the band selector and tuning elements 

going all out for the student paper contests. This year "i . 
Leonard Frank won first prize in the undergraduate stu. (St be adjusted. You want to arrange it so that 

prize in the u gral es : . ; 

dent paper contest of the Chicago section of the AIME. these adjustments can be made right at the FECSIVEr 

Frank’s paper, entitled “A Metalligraphic Study of OF from a remote point. How would you do it? 
Certain Copper Artifacts” won the $50 prize at the meet- JHE SIMPLE ANSWER—Use S.S.White remote 

ing. Despite the fact that it is still unpublished, the paper cgntrol flexible shafts to connect the tuning dials 

has created great interest in archaeological circles and is on the receiver to tuning cranks on a remote control 

expected to lead to important discoveries. / . unit. This arrangement leaves you free to mount the 
Mr. Frank graduated from the university last spring ; 

ae control unit anywhere you want, and assures you 
and is now abroad studying in England. ee . A 

of smooth, sensitive tuning from any distance up 
ACTIVITIES CIRCUS to 50 feet or more. The shafts can be readily run 

The College of Engineering was well represented at what around turns, along walls, under flooring as condi- 
was perhaps the outstanding event of New Student Week: tions in different aircraft may require. Any required 

the gala Activities Circus. The Polygon booth was promi- degree of sensitivity can be obtained by connecting 
nent among the many intriguing displays which encircled the shaft through simple gearing. 

the Stock Pavilion “Midway” on Wednesday evening, 

Sept. 14. When brief skits were not being given on the * * oo 

center stage, milling crowds divided to single out the 44), ;, just one of hundreds of en ’ 
booths. Each display represented the individual society’s remote control and power drive Me 

contributions in extra-curricular activities. problems to which S.S.White ee 
. flexible shafts provide a simple " . 

The Engineers’ famed “Iron Man” arrived from Florida answer. That's why every engi- a Ce. ane . * 

in time to dominate the scene at the Poiygon booth.  neer should be familiar with the el 

Armed. with a huge slide rule, a St. Pat button, and a range and scope of these “Metal } 

golden Polygon key, Oscar welcomed Engineers, L. & S. Muscles""* formechanical bodies. - 
students, and even a few lawyers to the eight engineering A 

exhibits. 
Here's how one A 

Under the chairmanship of Jack McCoy, Polygon direc- forge manulec; , 
tor from I.R.E., representatives of the professional engi- eet 

neering societies and THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER 

answered questions about Polygon, about society member- 

ship, subscriptions, and exhibits. Each freshman engineer WRITE FOR BULLETIN 4501 

was presented with a booklet explaining Polygon and the It gives essential facts and engineer- . 

professional societies. (Extra copies are available in the ing data about flexible shafts and [Py 

lobby of the Mechanical Engineering building.) De ist sling, Wine meee ‘YOURS ———F] 

THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER exhibit directed by trademark Reg. U. 5. Pat. Off aoa 
Bob Johnson and Chuck Strasse displayed back issues of and.slrewhere f Lege, | 

the magazine and a stroboscope experiment, thus attract- ae | 

ing both the literatti and the scientifically minded frosh. SS. WHITE 

Kieth Jensen of the American Society of Civil Engineers ime A A ante ENTAC MER 20. INDUSTRIAL prvision 

manned a model of Hoover Dam and a surveying transit. DEPT: C10 BAST S0Mm ST: NEW TORE V6,0: Ye oe 

The transit became especially popular when someone IMA era ano oxinaie fos ‘hoes 

(please turn to page 36) ‘By. One of Amerieas AAAA Mudustrial Enterpriecs 
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and it may be used for a complete gives direction to the sun. When 
Si ° set of data. this has been found, all other direc- 

crevice eee As the dielectric properties of tex- tions may be obtained. 

tiles vary markedly with percentage PISTON FITTING 

(continued from page 17) of absorbed moisture, the moisture In the production of pistons and 

of Standards. This method depends content of the sample must be kept cylinder assemblies, two ten-thou- 

only upon the change of capacitance constant by working in a conditioned sandths of an inch clearance is re- 

of the specimen. The new method room. quired. These close limits are not 
measures the capacitance, a property SKY COMPASS practical to follow in production, so 

very closely related to the amount A compass of an unusual design special machines have been designed 
of material remaining in the portion has been developed at the National which take over the “selective fit- 

of the fabric tested. Bureau of Standards. Based on the ting” of pistons into cylinder bores, 

A number of other tests have been polarization of the light of the sky, a slow process formerly done by 
used previously such as: time re- the Pfund sky compass has been de- hand. 

quired to abrade through a sample, veloped principally for use during The cylinder bore is measured at 
changes in thickness, air permeabili- twilight, and when the sun is sev- four points and marked in one of 

ty, light transmission, and breaking eral degrees below the horizon. The eight sizes, the operation taking only 
strength of the abraded material. compass is most useful in the polar a few seconds for each engine. 

These tests are not as satisfactory regions because of the long duration Another machine measures 500 

as they do not accurately represent of twilight and the weakness and in- pistons an hour and does an auto- 

wear of the fabric or they are de- accuracy of the magnetic compass. matic computation to determine 

structive. For instance, light trans- The light of the sky during the which size of cylinder bore each pis- 

mission and air permeability, al- day is partially plane polarized, the ton will match. Special conveyors 
though not destructive, can be polarization being a maximum at then automatically take orders from 
changed in heavy materials by flat- right angles to the incident beam the cylinder bore measuring device 
tening of the nap, which does not from the sun. The plane of polariza- and carry the proper piston sizes 

represent wear, as no material is re- tion at any point in the sky thus con- in correct sequence for the fitting 

moved. The capacitance test does tains both the observer and the sun. into matching bores on the engine 
not alter the specimen in any way Establishment of this plane also assembly line. 

CARBOLOY MORTARS 
\ / / Another use has been found for 

/ x ae “@ cemented carbide. The use of mor- 

FB tars made of this metal and pestles 

k tipped with it has practically elimi- 
i) Vig 6 @ @ nated the danger of contamination 

of drugs by the crushing or chip- 

ping of particles off the mortar, The 
‘ as EXO, fOR carbide metal used in these mortars 

7 : | ENGINEERI NG is the hardest metal commercially 
Go fo) cu] (as) | anailahles approaching the diamond 

4 in scratch hardness, and is far more 
: 5 to YS STUDENTS wear-resistant than steel, cast iron, 
going f agate, glass, and ceramics that are 

ineer ees now being used for mortars. Ay ue eee 3 _ Ask forthis | ==) More POWERFUL 
Cy . Sg emee .. __Ss=OPERMANENT MAGNETS 

' waluahla EREE haaklat : 
AY) Dw | ae The General Electric Company 

abu clic, has announced the development of 
5 ) a new permanent magnet material 

y / ( © called Alnico 5 DG, a modification 

j , __ MOOKSEOFE =———— of Alico 5, in which the crystal 
LJ rue x \ . . structure of the magnet is aligned 

Ke (— ) \ in the — of paghatatien ihe 

ing, Reproduction» letters DG referring to directiona °c Es Se KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. grain. As a result Alnico 5 DG will 
nse NEW YORK + HOBOKEN, N. J. provide the highest external and re- 

CHICAGO « ST.LOUIS» MONTREAL sidual induction of any permanent 
DETROIT ¢ SAN FRANCISCO e LOS ANGELES magnet material known today. 
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ae <9 | — aa For many years, ADVERTISEMENTS SUCH AS 
™ a _ ee os _ , 4 a af ee THIS ONE have appeared regularly in leading 
Po  - oS ~~ 2 ~..[ business magazines. Their primary purpose is 
| Wey Ys eal we ee NN a 3 ON | fo build acceptance for Square D Field Engineers, 

N\A ¢™ aati fo 2 --\ practically all of whom come to us from 
| —_ i | ee gee leading engineering schools such as yours. 

QB SE) a) oo 
> 

| on J 6 

@ What he doesn’t know about your busi- constantly working with industries of every 

ness would fill a library. But there’s one type and size, helping find that “better 

thing he does know—electrical distribution | way to do it”—electrically. 

and control as it applies to any business, If you have a problem in electrical dis- 

including yours. tribution or control, call in the nearby Field 

Square D Field Engineers throughout Engineer. His counsel costs you nothing. 

this country, in Canada and Mexico, are It may be of substantial value. 

Bley bal Pea aS D COMPANY 
fo ol a DETROIT a Meas 4 5 LOS ANGELES 

cle | SQUARE D COMPANY CANADA LTD., TORONTO + SQUARE D de MEXICO, S.A., MEXICO CITY, D.F. 
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THE ENGINEERS? 

An Editorial by Robert R. Johnson 

Why hit engineers alone for specialization? A one- those schools present technical material to their under- 
sided technologist is an inadequate person — similar, no gtads which is far in advance of that presented to our 
doubt, to the most narrow and desiccated Ph.D. in Eng- own students. 
lish, or psychology. These schools can so operate because they are private- 

Engineering is pointed to one of several goals: ly endowed institutions whose freshman entrance require- 
researcli ments are so far above those in the Big Ten that they 
development teach their freshmen technical courses equivalent to our 

production sophomore curricula. 
: sales Wisconsin is a state school; but the undergraduate de- Each of these general branches requires specific knowl- partments of MIT and CIT are not rated above us, in 

edge. Modern technology is a vast field. How can a man either technical or cultural studies. 
be expected to acquire all this material, plus a thorough Compare, for example, the percentage of our total 
background in all the fine arts and social sciences, in a credits required for graduation in electrical engineering 
mere four years? which are devoted to the “humanities” with MIT and Perhaps to a greater extent thag any other type of col- CyT, 
lege training does the engineering curricula teach the stu- University of Wisconsin 
dent to think clearly, accurately, and conclusively. On top (Including open elec- 
of this, the student engineer is taught to integrate theory tives - cee 11% min. to 22.6% max. 
and practice—AND PRODUCE RESULTS. MIT (all required credits) 0. 12.5% 

Despite this training, there is very often raised the CIT (all required credits)... 23% 
complaint against student engineers that they are “uncul- Our faculty is aware that engineers do need training 
tured”, “narrow”, “too practical”, or “anti-social”. in the “humanities”, and much progress, is being made 

This criticism could be due to the personalities involved by way of revisions in current curricula. But the college 
or to the course of studies pursued. Actually the Engi- cannot do everything—you engineers must help by widen- 
neering School at Wisconsin offers unlimited opportuni- ing the scope of your activities. 
ties in its own fields. It also has available the vast poten- Engi ; 6 a : fessional woes . , ngineering is striving to attain professional status. tialities of the Liberal Arts colleges for studies in the more What bett é t there than by giving you stu- 
“broadening courses”. d Be pence WAY He. ge ere Y Bran: you s 3 7 . . ents a truly professional background? Should he so desire, the embryo engineer at Wisconsin . “te 
can take quite a few liberal arts credits. And he can get Lengthen the course ito five YEARS: Better still, utilize a 
into a great many activities at college which are very broad- Drecengimecring: Program similar to that in medicine oF ‘ d worthwhile. law. The subject matter certainly merits this treatment; ening an : 

But he cannot take a larger scholastic load than he al- why skimp on your education? 
ready has and assimilate the material. One hundred years of intensified study in technology 

The CARDINAL stated on Sept. 29 that MIT and have not brought Utopia, but these efforts have greatly 
Carnegie Tech offer “fewer courses per semester and improved our standard of living. 
whenever possible, substitute more general professional The “humanities” might help rediscover the human 
courses for the highly technical... . the most important being and aid in curing the ills of the world, but the best 
element of curriculum at MIT or Carnegie is the em- results will be found when the technologists, chemists, 
phasis both put on human relations.” philosophers, and psychologists all are smart enough 

That writer appears uninformed and is attempting to to pool their thinking. No one group knows all the an- 
present a bad impression of “engine” school. Both of | swers—NOT EVEN THE ENGINEERS. 
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Year by year, month by month, oil industry chemists find new, 

fascinating possibilities in the hydrocarbon molecules that make 

up petroleum. They have learned many ways to convert them into 

new and more valuable molecules. 

One result of this experimentation has been a flexibility that 

permits stepped-up output of whichever petroleum products are 

most urgently required. When the primary need was for vast quan- 

tities of aviation gasoline to help win the war, research showed how 

it could be produced. In a peace-time summer, the great demand 

is for an ocean of automobile gasoline; in winter, less gasoline and 

more fuel oil are needed. Research tells the industry how to make 

petroleum serve the public more efficiently. 

Standard Oil is a leader in petroleum research. Many remark- 

able developments have come from our laboratories; many more 

are sure to come, in the future, if we continue to attract good men, 

furnish them with the most modern equipment, and provide an 

intellectual climate in which they can do their best work. 

We are continuing. 

Standard Oil Company tim. 
(INDIANA) STANDARD 

910 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS | Bri) 
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Here, as with other exhibits, audience participation was 
the keynote. 

ampud «8 A.LE.E.-LR.E. MEETING 
Fall activities for the E.E. professional engineering 

societies were initiated on Sept. 28. The U. of W. branch 
(continued from page 31) of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers met at 

focused on a picture of a Varga Girls posted high in the 7:30 p.m. in 105 M.E. At 8:30, the Institute of Radio 
rafters at the far end of the pavilion. Engineers’ Student Branch met in the same room. Follow- 

The American Society of Electrical Engineers and the ing the I.R.E. meeting, movies were shown. 

Institute of Radio Engineers, represented by Bill Bryan, A.LELE. officers for the 1949-1950 term are: Bill Bryan, 
Glenn Peterson, and Fred Kohli, joined forces to operate Chairman and Polygon Director; Floyd Peronto, Vice- 
a hearing-response demonstration. Chairman; Vic Hermann, Secretary-Treasurer; Bob Dick- 

Clyde Plaskett and Roy Eisenhower of the American  inson, Polygon Director. Prof. Vincent C. Rideout is Fac- 
Institute of Chemical Engineers were responsible for the ulty Advisor. 
popular and colorful Ch.E. display, an apparatus designed Members of the I.R.E. Executive Board are: Chairman, 
for studying the, effects of scale formation on the rate of Glenn Petersen; Vice-Chairman, George Hurlbut; Corre- 
evaporation. Clyde had developed a three-minute lecture) sponding Secretary, Roy Harris; Recording Secretary, 
and bronchitis by the end of the evening! Charles Navratil; Polygon Directors, Fred Kohli and 

The Society of Automotive Engineers and the Ameri- Jack McCoy. 

can Society of Mechanical Engineers sponsored the exhi: PDIESEL ENGINE CONVENTION 

bition of the sectioned, radial aircraft engine which ap- The Diesel Engine Manufacturers’ Association under 
peared in a photo on the front page of the Daily Cardinal’s the direction of Harvey T. Hill of Chicago held a sym- 
special Orientation Week issue. Bob Wilson, George Drew, posium from August 29 to September 3 on the University 

Bruce Roberts, and John Liebman were on hand to talk of Wisconsin campus. The meeting was the second of a 
engines and professional societies to the M.E. freshmen. six-year program to improve the quality of men entering 

Gil Kempka and John Helm of Mining Club introduced the Diesel field. More than 200 representatives of the 
circus-goers to the mining and metallurgical arts with a Diesel industry and of the engineering colleges met to 
selection of mineral samples displayed under microscopes. discuss the problems of industry and instruction. 
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WHY DOES 1T HAVE AN UPSTAIRS: 
“To make traveling more fun. The idea is to give people more to see and do while riding faster and safer. That 
means more passengers for the railroads so that they can keep fares down and still add more comfort to long trips.” 

ROI GZ OA Wee mee 
Sie rr ~~ NO Px See (ESTA ee =\ 

AG At a ¥ , \ EY | a TW <4 bd rae = 
e HN ane, ‘Bene f /@ p i= ANE 8 Bl: fl x 

Z a jam Wu (4 7) (GX JS : \ \\8 Reals, 
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Railroad comfort comes from many “Take those side rods on steam loco- Getting back to comfort ... modern 
things, son. Smooth-fitting parts are motives. They get farther over on the trains travel over 60 miles an hour. 

important. Parts like Diesel engine smooth side thanks to Norton internal So, they need smooth rail joints. 

crankshafts, pistons and wheels. That’s grinding wheels, And parts are fin- Those joints are welded for safety. 

why so many railroad shops use ished so accurately with Norton Then, theyre ground smooth and 

Norton grinders and Alundum grind- quality controlled wheels that they slotted with Norton grinding and cut- 

ing wheels to make parts smooth, last for thousands of miles, Paul. off wheels.” 

ca Pe. 
Ff We * 
eae Te NORTON 
\ \G Se Na = = Tks TRADE MARK REG. US. PAT. OFF 

> Leh). : RV OS Making better products to make other products better 
«mod Hundreds ofother parts ABRASIVES, Jy GRINDING wees.) ousrones SF nanasive PAPER & CLOTH > 

of modern railroad trains and tracks eg mx ; . , 
also get a at from the sure fonch of (Bae onmone AND LAPPING cies FEI. asa ascnnes PE) ons FLOORING 

orton Products. So does just abou == AT eS 

any other product you can name. REFRACTORIES, POROUS MEDIUMS & LABORATORY WARE By) NoRBIDE PRoDUcTs LV | 
hats why I'm not boasting when I 1A Z 

say that Norton makes better products 
to make other products better.” NORTON COMPANY, WORCESTER 6, MASSACHUSETTS 
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e ing more popular every day. More business places and 

Pp Ki lowa tt homes started clamoring for this power that flows in wires. 

bf ad Many of these would-be customers were on the outskirts 

(continued from page 19) of the cities and a a some distance from the oa 

: : town generator ant. irect current was too cost to 
height was due, in no small part, to the develop- 8 orn P : y : . oe transmit this distance and it was much too costly to oper- 
ment of the steam hydraulic elevator, the primitive fore- : 

: . . ate a number of power plants, due to the small load in 
runner of our electrically driven high speed elevators of s Bie & : 

‘ : most areas. Alternating current with its more economical 
today. These old elevators were crude affairs with their Rai . . 

: : 5 5 : method of transmission using voltage transformation was 
frightening noise of escaping steam, clanging cables, and = : 

aan the answer. The steam engine was fast being outdated 
grinding gears, but they were a starter for what we have : < ‘ 

and the turbine moved into replace it. Faster speed, less 
today. si ‘ 8s 

bulk, and more efficiency were all points in favor of the 
The smaller towns, too, soon came to know electricity, steam turbine. 

as pi i 1 lied their ti d . Mos + Hes ssc : as Ploncering People supp ted their HS atic MONEY: e Lighting was the principal service then. Houses were of the first generating plants were midgets indeed, com- ee . : 
: . wired in a crude fashion; the wires were usually run along 

pared to our modern installations of today. One and some- . ‘ : va: . . in slots in wooden boards and another board was nailed 
times two Edison direct current generators supplied power 5 tt “ Q ‘ over the slot. Floor and wall outlets were unknown in 
and lighting service. In most cases steam engines supplied . . : those days, but an adapter plug was developed to fit in the 
the motive power for the generators, since few towns had : : : 

; electric sockets. The electric appliances then were crude 
access to water power. Street lights were usually the first . : ts 

. : ae . electric fans, hair curlers, and electric irons. 
installations, followed closely by lighting in stores and 

houses. The downtown sections were the first to have elec. INDUSTRY MODERNIZES 
tric service. Many people were skeptical about this new Another step in the expansion of the electric industry 

system of lighting. In 1896 the gas companies developed was soon to be taken. This was the electrification of in- 

the incandescent gas mantle. This pure white light, many dustry. Up to this time steam engines supplied the indus- 
said, would end this nonsense about electric lights. It trial power, which was transmitted through a maze of 
wasn’t long, however, before the manufacturers came out drive shafts, pulleys and belts to the individual machines. 
with new light bulbs of much improved quality, and elec- The first move was to substitute electric motors for the 
tricity was here to stay. The old horse-trolley lines soon (please turn to page 42) 

began to convert to electricity. Yes, electricity was becom- 

a | THENELINE! CAMBRIDGE (Gj BE [ne [son nl % > 4 y PRECISION wsy—F = § er ss FAW 

INSTRUMENTS {=k |p ¥ Qa \D 

For Exacting ry Z| — 
stean rac Professions and ‘ Z| =, rade ar a = a 
Reg. U.S. Pat. OMe Industries y EES 

vy sntoaatit senceeronane 

In the past half-century, many important develop- i pita, | ——— a] 
ments of science and industry have been furthered by SCE Mis 2&8 |: oF 
use of Cambridge instruments. From its inception, My ) hast <J 
this company has made precision instruments for ex- ‘ ieee 
acting professions and industries. There are few indus- ee 
tries in which Cambridge instruments may not be 
used to advantage. The Cambridge trade-mark is rec- . 
ognized throughout the world as the hallmark of fine has everything mechanical and electrical precision instruments. 

CKMBRIDEE: WAKES . .. in electrical roughing-in materials 
Moisture Indicators and Recorders, Aero Mixture Indi- National Electric h lete li i I 
cators, pH Meters and Recorders, CO2 Recorders, Geo- E " couduh kcowen os te ve ine of wee cob a 
physical Seismographs, Electrometers, Voltamographs, : ays-cneHitlings for'every wiring need: 
Galvanometers, Gas Analyzers, Dissolved Oxygen Re- Just remember—when you get in a spot where 
corders, Fabric Permeameters, Exhaust Gas Testers, you need something good (electrically speaking) but 
Surface Pyrometers, Fluxmeters, Vibrographs, Stetho- fast—the wholesaler who handles National Electric graphs, Electrocardiographs and Instruments for Measur- ducts j 580i 
ing Radioactive Emission. Ya way POCN"'S is your safest bet. 

[etectaic PRooucTs | Write for bulletins describing instruments of interest to you. Pee . 
Pes, e CAMBRIDGE INSTRUMENT CO., Inc. ll =| National Electric 

3756 Grand Central Terminal . New York I7, N.Y. se cull el] PROOOCTS CORPORATION a paces 
PIONEER MANUFACTURERS OF PRECISION INSTRUMENTS eS PITTSBURGH 30, PA. pea le ana elec 
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e by the trade-mark: TIMKEN 

N@or likes to buy a “pig in a removable rock bits. 

poke”. In America you don’t have Experience over the years has shown 
SINCE 1899 THE TIMKEN ROLLER Ke: Wosies protected by trade-marks like Timken products to be the finest in their 

¢ respective fields. And many thousands of 
BEARING COMPANY HAS BEEN Registered as a trade-mark in the menand womenare working hardto keep 
HELPING AMERICAN INDUSTRY United States Patent Office,“TIMKEN” them that way. No wonder it has become 

identifies products made by The Timken a habit throughout industry to look 
GET THE MOST FOR ITS MONEY Roller Bearing Company: Timken ta- for the trade-mark “TIMKEN”. The 

pered roller bearings, Timken alloy TimkenRoller Bearing Company, Canton 
steels and seamless tubing and Timken 6, Ohio. Cable address: ““TIMROSCO”. 
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engineering magazines. That year a large wing was added 

Vo / b to the west end of that building which is now known as the 

o ee Education and Engineering building. In the remodeling 

. ; the reading room was enlarged to a seating capacity of 96 
(continued from page 9) : 3 : 

and a stack room was provided with a capacity of about 

courses in Engineering and he received his B.S. in Elec- 12,000 volumes. 

trical Engineering in June, 1908. There was plenty of room at the start but this was the 

As General Electric Co. promised him a job in its testing beginning of a rapidly increasing volume of technical lit- 

department, but was not ready for him by September, he erature. New storage space was soon needed and it has 

took a job teaching Mathematics and Geology in the Mar- been necessary to make extensive additions to the stacks 

quette (Mich.) High School. The boys’ athletics were also about every ten years. The library has now grown to 

assigned to him as his part of the extra-curricular activi- more than 40,000 volumes. 

ties of the school. When Professor Volk came here in 1910 it was proposed 

He went to work for the General Electric Co. at Sche- to create the Engineering Library as a branch of the Uni- 

nectady in July, 1909. His age and practical experience versity Library, by moving all the technical engineering 

helped here and he was soon put in charge of a squad. books and periodicals to the Engineering building, and 

He was later assigned to the testing of generators, con- adding the necessary indexes, encyclopedias, dictionaries, 

verters, and motor-generator sets of 300 KW capacity and a sufficient number of the best books in the general 

or over. That summer he took a vacation to come to Wis- sciences of physics, mathematics and chemistry to make a 

consin to be married. working library. 

He was married to Cora E. Morse at Ripon on August When he came to put this plan into effect, Mr. Volk 

24, 1910. They made the traditional visit to Niagara Falls fad no experience in library work. Fortunately the build- 

on their way to Schenectady where they expected to re- ing was still under construction and was not ready for 

main for at least a year. When they reached Schenectady occupancy until February, 1911. That gave him time to 

he found a letter from Dean Turneaure offering him a familiarize himself with library methods and practice by 

job as librarian of the College of Engineering. He accepted working with Walter M. Smith, the librarian, Miss Harriet 

and was back in Wisconsin ready to go to work October 1. Coddington, the head cataloguer, and other members of 

Before 1910 there was a reading room in the Engineer- the staff in organizing and equipping the new branch 

ing building with a few reference books and some current  |ibrary. 

With everything ready, and a student assistant, Mr. 

Clarke Richards, the equipment and books were moved ia 

during the recess between semesters and were all ready 

WATCH FOR: to go on the first day of the second semester in February, 

. 1911. How the move affected the use of books by students 

could not be checked, for there were no long records of 

Color Television such use. But the records of faculty members were kept 

Dial Telephones on large sheets covering a long period. Comparing the 

Polygon Board records of this semester with the records for corresponding 

Robot Brain earlier semesters showed an average increased use of 50%. 

~ Among other activities Professor Volk was secretary of 
Forest Products Laboratory he Pnoheod 

ee the Engineering College faculty for 25 years. He was a 

Retiring Professors: member of the Board of Directors of THE WISCONSIN 
ENGINEER about the same length of time, being faculty 

L. Van Hagen adviser to the student staff for several years. He resigned 

J. W. Watson from the Board of Directors to make a place for a younger 

R. S. Owen member of the faculty, and the rush of library work after 

the war made it necessary for him to ask to be relieved of 

. his duties as faculty secretary, and also from membership 

Job Opportunities on the University Committee on Student Loans and Schol- 

Typical Summer Jobs arships on which he had served for several years. 

He has been a member of the Madison Technical Club 

stsese are ‘thu sa few sof! the articles since it was organized. He was president of the Nakoma 

to appear in “YOUR” magazine. Homes Company from its incorporation in 1920 until its 

functions were taken over by the city when Nakoma was 

annexed to Madison; and he has taken an active interest 

in other community affairs. 

The WISCONSIN ENGINEER Mr. Volk was made an assistant professor in 1915, and 

associate professor in 1927. Since June 30 he has been 

serving part time on an emeritus basis. 
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f W iw 1H" fi ees DOES THE UNBELIEVABLE WITH GLASS 
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Glass that y ist, bend, roll | | ass that you can twist, bend, roll... | 

This is a ribbon of glass so thin that it Ribbon glass capacitors, which can be it has already been considered for such 

takes about one thousand thicknesses of it uniformly produced by machine, have al- other uses as microphone diaphragms and 

to make a stack an inch high. ready shown many advantages over those windows for Geiger counters that measure g y ly aevantag ig 
It is so flexible that you can roll it on a made with other materials. radio-activity. 

reel, twist it into a spiral, wrap it around Being hermetically sealed, they need no Glass ribbon is another striking example 

your arm. enclosing case. They can operate at tem- of how Corning, noted for its Pyrex brand 
If you should test it electrically, as peratures which are too high for other products, has developed glass into a most 

earings scientists have done thousands capacitors to withstand. They do not de- versatile engineering material. 

upon thousands of times, you’d find that teriorate with age or continued a Small That’s why we invite you—when you've 
it has superior electrical insulating and ones can dol Job peccurentions aL finished school and started work—to call 

dielectric properties—equal to high-grade tors of larger wibb And for certain el in Corning before your product planning 

mica. lations only a ribbon glass capacitor wi reaches the blueprint stage. Corning Glass 
serve. Hes i - . 

One of the first experimental uses of . search indi 7 ‘ Works, Corning, New. York. 
Corning ribbon glass has been to alternate And Corning Resear: indicates that mak- 

strips of it with metal foil and fuse them ing capacitors isnot the only problem that 
together to make electrical capacitors—or ribbon glass may solve, It can be laminated C 0 RN IN G 

condensers—similar to those made of with resin and then cut, formed, shaped 3 . 

mica for television, radio, and other elec- and used for other electrical purposes. means research in glass 

tronic equipment. Because ribbon glass is uniformly thin, quip: § y 
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e first block of kilowatt-hours and about eight cents for 

the rest. P. Kilowatt... eos | | 
The growing pains of the power industry were evidenced 

(continued from page 38) in still other ways. The demand for daytime service in- 

steam engines. The second big move, which did not come creased due to things like electric irons, which housewives 

until many years later, was individual motor drive for wanted to use during the day. Service in the past had been 
each machine. The rental plan was first used by power confined to the twilight and dark hours of the day. 

companies to induce industrial plants to use electric Twenty-four-hour service became a must, and has te- 

motors. Price ranged from $2 a month for dentist’s drill mained so since the early 1900 8. . 

motor to about $100 for one that would turn an industrial This was the age of superlatives. People spoke of build. 
plant’s drive shaft. ings in terms of height, the 47-story Singer Building being 

considered a great wonder. Automobiles were classed in 
As electricity came to be used in new applications con- terms of maximum speed. The new high speed-high lift 

suming varying amounts of power, the problem of chatg- electric elevators and the electric railway and interurban 
ing the customers for their exact power consumption arose. communication helped fill the people’s demand to “Get 

Only the large direct current accounts had been metered there quick.” 

inthe past. Elat rates'were charged forvall lighting service; The manufacture of artificial ice, which was often com- 
even the metering of these larger accounts was somewhat bined wi : . 

: : ined with the early electrical plants, had become an in- 
of a problem. The Edison chemical meter was used. These d —- f é 

- . : . ustry in its own right. Refrigerated cars now made fresh 
meters were small bottles with two-inch zinc plates in each ‘ 5 

: , foods available the year around. The field of recreation 
bottle. The zinc plates were weighed after a period of I ff. of apegs . : 

: . . : also offered new possibilities for electrical use. Moving 
service and the loss in weight was used to determine the pictures, night boxing, band concerts in the evening, carni- 

; : ; > > > 
quantity of current used. Both alternating and direct cur’ vals under the lights, and even outdoor sports lighting 
rent services must be metered to give the customer a fair beeswe vealidies wile the vseret eleckiet: 

deal. The kilowatt-hour rate was brought into use, em- Very few people knew much about electricity wad ‘Hew 

ploying the same type of sliding rate schedule that we it worked. This is illustrated by the customer who called 
know today. The first rates were about 15 cents for the ; . : 

up the power company for an immediate light bulb deliv- 
(please turn to page 44) 
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Brown & Sharpe Cutters to 

» meet a wide variety of mill- ‘ 

ing requirements. Superior | Steel Tape 
design, materials and heat is > 
treatment give them maxi- | ? . . 

Se thes SUBS WheSha ORNS. i i This cross section view gives you the “inside story” 
| + in the | : es of the most outstanding development in steel tapes in 
owest cost in the long run. i years. (1) Hardened steel tape—tough—flexible— 

; Specify Brown & Sharpe "4 \ kink-resistant. (2) Rust resistant coating. (3) Multiple 
b Cutters. te. \ coats of electroplating. (4) Hard, smooth, non-glare 
ae Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co. — a chrome plating. Will not crack, chip or peel. (5) Jet 
a Providence 1, R. 1, U.S. A. ; a black markings—easy to read in any light—bonded to 

— ‘\ steel base—sunk below chrome surface protecting them 
Pon 7. oo qe ~~ ON he against wear. 
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yy ; Wi y i \ ss } * r. details on Lufkin Chrome Clad ‘Super Hi-Way,” 

a i ae d I | Se : “Pioneer,” and ‘Michigan’? Chain Tapes. 

BROWN & SHARPE [BS Ta aL ~wdhee EASY TO READ 
SAGINAW: duGhigAns MARKINGS 

aM ese ai : THAT ARE DURABLE PRECISION TOOLS — TAPES —RULES el 
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BUILD the basic machines 
industrial Id! of an industrial world! 

by CARL MALMBERG es 
Superintendent, Tank and Plate Shop ” “ zs 
ALLIS-CHALMERS MANUFACTURING CO. Emm. _¢ r ee cs Ue erat eS 4 

WEST ALLIS WORKS oo : 2 Err A eames a ef # 

(Graduate Training Course—1930) me ft Lee. | ce eee 7 iY 

—— | A oF Se Cf | 

Pres Bees Te ene enameled ee eo 
good deal more technical and compli- fig ee ee L ce : — Pet is a 

cated in the Jast few years. There isa big [J rl al ——— Sh nnn vie z 

difference between the way we do things § ae ee 7 i cE eee 

PT ici them when [ left .) ea, —_—1—— 8s | 

lt YE Course to work in the i SC tes 4 : 
os machine shop in 1930. | oa rr _ ee | : | 
= That is why there are ser|6U lO, CC Lo i | d 

| a Ls more and more op- iy [hl _. 4 <e — / i 
J portunities in the p \ oe ere ‘ 2 << — be | LLE 
| manufacturing end ai A i ee eh Lo 
_ of the business for a i ee 4) 

CARL MALMBERG young engineers who |i : a ste —ex«, << 

get a thrill from watching a project grow | A ee e Loe ; : ‘ | 

from a roll of blueprints to a big electric famine, age [ =e , 
power installation or machinerv for a al rr  - | 
giant processing plant. i 2 | 

ae Machining speed ring for a 55,000 hp turbine on a 40! boring mill, one of 
Close Coordination ihe largest an the country. Many A-C machines and methods are unique 

ri i fi ecause of the tremens size of work pi a ide vari ‘ations 
fanapageton. of eo weepesiaict roquited in, buldlsgrther workdla goeatest eange af Snduaceel enipmatt 

ang plate — ve fork closely with the the welding for the whole plant. In fact, here at Allis-Chalmers there are 

noni cay of ricducing their Bae One recent interesting project was the pe Sere for yours re deat _ 
and we do much designing on our own. fabrication of stainless steel buckets for P h and d 5 1 Tt man ei 
We work closely with every other manu- impulse-type hydraulic turbines to replace ae a a 7 c nic anes u a 

facturing department, because more and the old cast-type buckets. Working with 4 Be SSANC ELE os ‘ils Chale - 

more Allis-Chalmers products are being design engineers and hydraulic engineers, build vi can name. or t fo “leat 
designed to replace cast members with Out tank and plate specialists developed a ules: PrMary’ ond ore: oF on i 
welded members, and in my work we do design and method of manufacturing that Power. .«mining’an@ ore: processing... « 

produced buckets with several times the pulp and wood products . . . flour mill- 
life of the old type. ing... steel... agriculture . «+ public 

ff — oe works . . . for every basic industry. 

oN Opportunities Everywhere The thing that influenced me most when 
, MS New developments in every department I left the University of Illinois to join 

iA | Se. mean almost endless opportunities for  Allis-Chalmers, was the tremendous 

es ae ee, ee Ss YOung engineers. Right now, the erection —_ breadth of opportunity. Some of my 
aoa Af 27 eee = shop is building a big crusher for process- _ friends from that GTC class of 1930 are 

owl ) ie oes | ing taconite in the Mesabi range, and we _ sales engineers now, some are design en- 
ae Fe Wo & } are supplying most of the other ore proc- _gineers, some have traveled around the 

ees fy | oe | essing equipment for this gigantic plant, — world with erection crews. I chose manu- 

fee] fey 4 | too. At our Norwood plant, engineers facturing because I lixe to see things take 
ee] pf | have completely rebuilt the production shape before my eyes. I tried a good many 

ae am VEY k:, system on motors and small pumps for _ things before I made my choice and my 
al 4 Jy x greater efficiency and lower costs. choice has been good. 
os, 4 a: 

, oe ‘ es Write for details of the Allis-Chalmers Graduate Training Course—requirements, 
. “ ps salary, advantages. Representatives may visit your school. Watch for date. 

= Le ia Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin (AC) 

Welding stator yoke on 38,889 kva A L L i S C H A LM E R S 

hydraulic turbine-driven generator. = 
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i lowering of the prices of many industrial goods. Mass 

Pp Kilowatt production increased in popularity with the industrialists, 

¢ 2 ¢ and the automobile was brought within the price range 

(continued from page 42) of the average family. Still closer to electricity itself was 

ery. “I’m not blaming you,” he said, “but some blankety- the radio. Probably no other device in modern times has 
blank stole the bulb right out of the socket and I want to brought such relaxation and enjoyment to the average 

get it plugged up right away before any more juice leaks American. 
= ” 

out. The way you folks charge I can’t afford to lose any. By 1920 the customer’s confidence in the power industry 

The power industry had now reached the age when its was established, shown by the ease with which the com- 

main problem was not to convince people to use electricity, panies were able to sell stock. The story is told about one 

but to find ways of supplying the demand for power. middle-aged woman who came into a company office 

Many of the early generating plants had begun to wear carrying an ordinary market basket. It seemed, by her 
out; the equipment was in need of constant repair. Each appearance and conversation, that she might buy one or 

city had its own plant and since there was no interconnec- two shares. She promptly announced that she wanted 130 

tion between the individual systems, long delays resulted shares at which point she dumped $13,000 out of the basket 

when equipment went bad. Some small villages along the onto the table. Scattered through the money were several 

interurban line were taking service from the trolley. This dozen moth balls. With this continued confidence in the 
caused their lights to dim and flare with each passing train, power industry, electricity became more and more con- 

In some towns things got so bad that people had to go nected with everyday American living. 

back to kerosene because the power company could not This was the age of the holding company. In the power 

afford to replace the worn-out equipment. industry, as in many other industries, these companies 

The answer to this problem was not only interconnections were formed, and although the holding companies were 

of the present systems but in consolidation of the com- later put out of business by the government, they did seem 

panies in order to amass enough capital to build new gen- to help the power companies when they needed it most. 

erating plants, transmission lines and distribution lines to The power companies were able to obtain top-notch techni- &P P P: P 

make reserve power available in the event of an emergency cal and consulting men to aid them in their broad plan- 

and prevent long and frequent delays. Power companies ning. New generating plants were proposed and built. 

now began to assume the proportions of large corporations, Transmission facilities were expanded. The inter-system 

Stock and bond sales were on the increase. connections were being developed to interchange power 

Fes : . and obtain the maximum economy from the generatin 
The consolidation brought immediate advantages to the : ee . ay 8 8 

. plants, in addition to their use in emergencies. 
customers. Service was much better and soon the rates . : 

: Rural electrification was slow at first because the farmers 
were reduced. The expansion program was now begun all 5 03 

: Se 5 ; did not see the advantages of electricity. Once they were 
over again, this time on a much larger basis. The electrical ‘i ae ; 

: , convinced that electricity was practical, as well as orna- 
demand for the average home in 1910 was about 15 kilo- . os . 

. ;, mental, the power companies had difficulty keeping up 
watts per month. Power companies began to step up their . : 

; . with the demand. The problem was largely economic as 
sales programs. More appliances in the homes meant larger eee : 4 

j rural electrification had to pay for itself as it expanded. 
loads and more money for the industry. The tungsten . 

ae : ‘ The power companies had to start from scratch and the 
bulb came out about this time and pushed into obscurity 

‘ urban customers could be assessed for the cost of elec- 
the last of the gas mantle lights. However, women were a 

: : . : trifying farm areas. 
still somewhat afraid of this thing that was called. elec- 
tricity. Many were afraid to use an iron when it was Public service commissions or their equivalents now con- 

plugged in; salesmen often found the irons they had left trolled the rates of the power companies. The rates were 
for trial being heated on the stove with the old flat irons. adjusted so as to give the power companies a fair return 

There is the story about one hardy salesman who appar- on their investment in their generation, transmission and 

ently had the key to the problem. After his iron demon- distribution equipment. Some people just didn’t under- 

stration he would unscrew the plug (remember that there stand electrical rates. Public relations departments were 
were no wall outlets then) and say, “And now, to show established, whose sole business was to deal with custo- 

you that there is no serious danger in electric ironing.” mers and inform them on matters like rates. 

Then he stuck his finger in the socket. This generall : : : « 
8 : 8 The depression came, and while many industries became 

assured the sale. Other appliances too were sold, not all : . 
: : panicky and unsteady, the power industry, due to good 
in such a crude fashion, however. ; 

management and sound economy, came through practically 
By this time industrial engineers had come to realize intact. They were able to participate actively in the recov- 

that electricity could do things faster and more econom- ery program. The part of the power industry in the late 

ically than any other kind of power. Electricity was put war is within the memory of all of us. Post-war expansion 

to work welding and cutting metals, melting and alloying has been tremendous. Now, today, we see an industry 

metals, tempering steels, reducing chemicals, baking enam- that may double or triple in the next decade and it all 

els, and simplifying the loading, storing, and transporta- started and grew because of . . . well, it is hard to say 

tion problems around the plant. This made possible the in a few words, but I guess most of America helped. 
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Because photography is accurate 9 =f HH 
| to the last detail pe NA All| AS 

The magic of photography turns hours of costly drafting room ©) oR / ch wy 

time into a minute-quick job of utmost accuracy. SS Kite INE 

yesh Nex A 
Correcting an engineering drawing— tographic prints of letters, specifica- NEG Les “tg 7 983" 7 : a 

or restoring a dimmed one—used to tion sheets, forms, drawings. oes THEOR. \ 

take long, tiresome hours. But not Using the new Kodagraph Projec- \ 

today. For photography with its abil- _ tion Papers, you can enlarge small- 5O/ (726) 789 
ity to record detail in a flick of time _ scale negatives of drawings and docu- — 
has been put to work, and the most ments to original size or larger . . . get ~ * 
intricate drawing is copied accu- _ high contrast reproductions. lela MEO 790 

rately, inexpensively, and with last- With Kodagraph or Recordak J ft 

ing quality. Micro-File Equipment, you can re- . . / f 

Using the new Kodagraph Auto- produce the most detailed drawings, 198) WE 7) (VSI 47 Le 

positive Paper, you can get sharp charts, etc.—“de-bulk” them 98%... eo a 

positive prints directly from originals and protect your valuable originals. mone Ke BY: 

of every type, even from worn or This same ability to reproduce de- , NO 

weak tracings—get them with regu- __ tail exactly, completely, lastingly ... (3) IKE? 
lar blueprint or direct process equip- even to improve its quality... gives a 
ment—in ordinary room light, without — photography a multitude of uses in \ _t ‘ 
negatives. your plant. It can help make your ——<—/ * 

Using the new Kodagraph Contact designs faster, your production meth- —--—+ fon 3/76 

Paper (with conventional photo-copy- ods smoother, and get your product Se KP / x S ‘ = 
ing equipment and negative step) you to the dealer's sooner. . ye oa Gin it a cn r 
can produce sharp, clear, legible pho- _ Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester 4, N. Y. Meo} VQ \ ats Wo ELE SSSA AG 
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... a great name in research with a big future in CHEMISTRY 

business more than G. E.; the breakfast service may be G-E 
PLASTICS—A MULTIMILLION- fifty years ago by mold- plastics plates and cups in beautiful 

ing carbon rods for arc pastel shades. Your automobile, your re- 

lamps from clay and frigerator, your radio, your camera—all 
DOLLAR INDUSTRY Jampblack. Later, are likely to incorporate plastics parts 

G. E.’s plastics opera- produced by General Electric. 
tions expanded rap- . 

AND STILL GROWING idly, when pleat The Scope of GE Chemical 
began to be used ex- Department’s Operations 

tensively in electrical insulation. Molded plastics are just one part of 
“Plastics” to most people connotes As General Electric's plastics opera- General Electric's Chemical Depart- 
something modern —something new. tions grew, it became practical to offer ment’s operations. Other products made 
And the plastics industry, as it now ex- plastics services to other companies. and sold by the Chemical Department 
ists, 1s still an infant, but a lusty and include the amazing new materials of or- 
vigorous one. feet See ee a a ganic-silicon chemistry called silicones, 

How fast it has grown ina short span Sos | Be is ee Glyptal* alkyd resins, insulating var- 

of years is indicated by these figures, . on “ > gee nishes, permanent magnets, and plastics 
which show the number of plastics — 2 Dm. se 7, oo 

molding plants in the United States in BS ee _ LA | eel ~ ME SS 

the last thirty-nine years: -i = S a oo 7 — oe lat ( ; f ~ o.. 

1910 8 plants Oe! i 0 ar. 
1920 63 plants en te Oh «OF ak 

oF rane ener | * © (yee FO 1930172 plants ere este Sy a eS 
1940 575 plants Mel goo Oo YJ 
1949 1,160 plants (estimated) : ne or 

per See Ge PROB ae 
© fgg i .. Scpic te utes ee ee 

jul ie a ge Now General Electric is unique in the a | . arr ng 
ee | g &~* 4 industry, being both a manufacturer of \ ‘~_l 

hea J oe lastics molding materials and one of lick” 

: li << cal the world’s largest plastics molders. 

on poet << G. E. provides a complete plastics molding compounds. Every month new 

Lees el | service. It has facilities for producing chemical developments are coming from 
oe Ser eer on special types of molding compounds and the G-E research laboratories. And the 

i Ver 8 for designing, engineering, and mold- variety and scope of G-E chemical op- 
mn PE cums a ed ing any kind of plastics part or product. erations promise to broaden tremen- 
a a: _ You may breakfast at a dinette table dously as this research progresses. 
— — with a surface of G-E Textolite* (a For more information, write Chemical 

. . laminated sheet plastics); your toaster Department, General Electric Com- 
The Ancients Molded Plastics may have a base of plastics, molded by pany, Pittsfield, Massachusetts. 

But the art of casting “plastic” material 

in molds is an old one. As long ago as 

King Solomon's time, asphalts and min- sa = 

eral tars were being molded into useful A message to students of chemistry from Ts aes, _ 

shapes. F. W. WARNER | - | 4 
These natural molding materials were Engineering Manager of the G-E Plastics Division oo lcs ee - 

the only ones available for centuries— Ce 

until the invention, in 1869, of the first The rapid growth of the plastics industry in the last ten _ a _ 
modern synthetic plastic, celluloid. To- years offers us some idea of the progress we may expect in _ = _ 

day the plastics industry makes dozens plastics within the next decade. For a young man who wants a oS 

of synthetic materials with a wide range to “grow up” with a rapidly expanding business, the field of “ 
of molding characteristics. plastics seems to offer particularly attractive opportunities. i 

General Electric entered the plastics 
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